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THE GEOLOGICAL SETTING OF THE LEAD MINES IN THE
NORTHERN PART OF THE WHITE PEAK, DERBYSHIRE
Trevor D. Ford
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and Cossey et al. (2004). The distribution of volcanic horizons
(toadstones) has been described in the Memoirs and by Bemrose
(1907) and Walters and Ineson (1981a, b).
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The mineral deposits have been covered in the Geological
Survey’s Mineral Resources Memoirs (Carruthers et al. 1915;
Carruthers and Strahan, 1923; Wilson et al. 1922 (revised
by Dunham and Dines, 1945), and Dunham, 1952). Other
summaries have been presented by Ford, 1976; Ineson and Ford,
1982; Colman et al. 1989; Bramley, 1991; Jones et al. 1994,
Ford and Rieuwerts, 2000 and Rieuwerts, 2007. The incomplete
and unpublished draft memoirs by Stephens (1942) and Craven
(1959) have provided useful data. Copies of Barmasters’ maps
dating from around 1910-1920 have provided much useful
information as have a series of unpublished reports to the Peak
District National Park Authority by J.H.Rieuwerts. The leadmining industry as a whole was described by Stokes (1881-3),
but he included few details of individual mines. Much of the
drainage history has been summarized by Kirkham (19511953 and 1965-6) and later by Rieuwerts (1987, 2007). Flindall
(1998) has provided a Calendar of the extensive mining archives
in Chatsworth House. Surface remains have been catalogued by
Barnatt (2004b) and summarized by Barnatt and Penny (2004)
(the latter contains useful aerial photographs). Excursion guides
include those by Ford (1996) and Ford and Rieuwerts (2000).
The mineralization process has been discussed by Dunham
(1952 and 1983), Worley and Ford (1977), Mostaghel and Ford,
(1986); Colman et al. (1989), Ixer and Vaughan (1993) and
Quirk (1993). The geology and history of Blue John fluorspar
have been covered by Ford (2005).
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Introduction
The northern sector of the Derbyshire lead-mining field extends
about 12 miles (19 km) from the Wye Valley in the south to
Castleton in the north and about 8 miles (14 km) from Buxton
in the west to Cressbrookdale in the east. It is characterized
by several well-known lead mines, notably those on Odin,
Dirtlow, Moss and Tideslow Rakes. Some of these later became
important fluorspar mines. The Blue John variety of fluorspar
was mined from Treak Cliff, Castleton. These mineral deposits
are all hosted in the upper part of the Carboniferous Limestone
(Visean) and some veins extend beneath the surrounding cover
of Edale Shales at the base of the Millstone Grit Series. [Fig 1]
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Abstract: The network of mineral veins in this area is hosted in the Carboniferous Limestone (Visean) with the most productive
mines in the Bee Low and Monsal Dale Limestones in the eastern half of the area. The network is characterized by many WSW-ENE
fissure veins and a few with an E-W or WNW-ESE trend, mostly wrench faults. Some mines have been worked through the two
main lava horizons with scattered records of ore in the toadstone. Pipe veins generally have a NW-SE orientation: these sometimes
show evidence of pre-mineralization cavernization along favourable bedding discontinuities and wayboards. The Blue John variety
of fluorite formed pipe veins in a mid-Carboniferous Boulder Bed and in associated palaeo-caves. A sequence of phases related
to changing stress fields can be deduced from early fracturing in latest Visean to earliest Namurian times, followed by deep burial
beneath upper Carboniferous clastic sediments (Millstone Grit and Coal Measures). The main period of mineral emplacement was
in late Carboniferous times (late Westphalian to Stephanian). A long post-Carboniferous history saw the progressive removal by
erosion of the cover starting in Permian times, probably with re-burial by a cover of Mesozoic strata, since removed by Cenozoic
erosion. Final uplift of the Pennine anticline in late Cenozoic times was followed by Pleistocene glaciation and incision of both
river and dry valleys with consequent lowering of water levels and the development of extensive cave systems including large vein
cavities, swallets and stream caves.
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The area is covered by the British Geological Survey 1:50000
maps Sheet 99 (Chapel-en-le-Frith) together with a strip on the
northern edge of the adjoining sheet 111 (Buxton-Bakewell) and
by the accompanying Memoirs (Stevenson and Gaunt, 1971;
Aitkenhead et al. 1985). [Fig 2]
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The Castleton-Wye area is almost all in the Peak District
National Park and the Castleton area has been designated an
SSSI by Natural England.
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Previous Literature
Early literature includes the pioneer descriptions of Whitehurst
(1786), Mawe (1802), Farey (1811) and White Watson (1811).
The late 19th century Memoir adds detail (Green et al. 1869,
1887). Surveys of the lead mining industry have been compiled
by Stokes (1881-3), Lander and Vellacott (1907) and Hucklow
(2009).
The stratigraphy of the area has been described by Cope
(1933a, 1939) and in the Geological Survey Memoirs for the
Chapel-en-le-Frith area (Stevenson and Gaunt, 1971) and the
Buxton-Bakewell area (Aitkenhead et al.1985). More details
of the stratigraphy are in the Limestone Resources Reports for
Tideswell (Gatliff, 1982) and Buxton (Harrison, 1981), which
contain 1:25000 geological maps. These reports have been
summarized by Harrison and Adlam (1985). An excursion guide
for the Castleton area was compiled by Ford (1996). A review of
stratigraphic SSSIs has been published by Cossey et al. (2004).
Standardization of the stratigraphic nomenclature was presented
by Aitkenhead and Chisholm (1982). Details of the marginal
reef belt have been discussed by Shirley and Horsfield (1940),
Parkinson (1947 and 1965), Wolfenden (1958), Ford (1996)

There is an extensive literature on the cave systems (e.g. Ford,
1977), particularly those at Castleton, summarized by Ford
(2008).
The fluorspar mining area of Great Hucklow, Eyam, Stoney
Middleton and Longstone Edge is excluded from the present
review and it is hoped that it will be described in a future
report.
Stratigraphy
A “basement” of pre-Carboniferous rocks is known only from
two boreholes. The Woo Dale borehole (Cope, 1949, 1973a)
penetrated dacitic volcanic rocks at a depth of 273 m close to the
River Wye: these rocks are of uncertain age, with isotope dates
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Fig. 1: Diagrammatic Geological Map of the Castleton area.
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Fig. 2: Sketch Map of the Mineral Veins in the Castleton - Wye Valley area.
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at 382 Ma (Devonian), 399 Ma (late Ordovician) (Aitkenhead
et al. 2002) or possibly Precambrian, with the younger dates
possibly representing re-setting of Precambrian isotope
ratios by some later event. The Eyam borehole was drilled in
Furness Quarry some 10 km NE of the Woo Dale Borehole and
penetrated some 1800 m of limestones and basal anhydrites
resting unconformably on Ordovician mudstones (Dunham,
1973). The considerable difference in altitude of basement
rocks in the two boreholes is thought to be because of the early
Carboniferous seas having transgressed a faulted basement,
though the nature of the displacement(s) remains uncertain
(Smith and Smith, 1989; Rogers and Stuart, 1991; Ford, 1999,
p.179). The lowest limestones in the Eyam borehole may be
of Tournaisian or Chadian age. No mineral veins are known to
have been intersected by the two deep boreholes. No evidence
has been found of a concealed granite comparable with those in
the Northern Pennines.

mounds of fine-grained algal limestones piled upon one another
with outer fore-reef detrital limestones facing a basin largely
concealed beneath the unconformable Edale Shales (Hudson
and Cotton, 1945).

m

The Monsal Dale Limestones are separated from the underlying
Bee Low Limestones by the Upper Millers Dale Lava over much
of the area (Stevenson and Gaunt, 1971). They are composed of
calcarenites similar to the Bee Low Limestones but tend to be
thinner bedded, with more wayboards and with frequent chert
nodules. As in the type area to the south, the middle parts of
the unit have a dark facies with fine-grained limestones and
numerous shale bands with many chert nodules (Gatliff, 1982).
The Monsal Dale Limestones outcrop over most of the eastern
half of the area from Cavedale southwards to Tideswell, Litton,
Great Hucklow and Wardlow. A transition from lagoonal to
marginal facies is present in Pindale Quarry and in Bradwell
Dale (Gutteridge, 1989, 1995). Occasional isolated mud-mounds
occur in the Cement Works quarry (Eden et al. 1964). There are
outliers on hill-tops north of Millers Dale and Wormhill, with
a narrow outcrop along the western limestone margin from
Sparrowpit to Buxton, where they dip beneath the shales. The
Monsal Dale Limestones total about 160 m in thickness and are
of Brigantian age. Two volcanic horizons lie close to the middle
of the unit, namely the Cressbrookdale Lava and the Litton
Tuff.
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Eyam Limestones and Longstone Mudstones
Monsal Dale Limestones (including the
Cressbrookdale Lava)
(Upper Millers Dale Lava)
Bee Low Limestones (Chee Tor and Millers
Dale Limestones, separated by the
Lower Millers Dale Lava)
Woo Dale Limestones

The Eyam Limestones are more variable beds ranging from
“flat-reefs” to coarse crinoidal beds and thin calcarenites, often
with abundant chert nodules. They are 30 to 50 m thick, forming
a narrow outcrop along parts of the limestone margin from
Bradwell Dale to Great Hucklow (Stevenson and Gaunt, 1971;
Gatliff, 1982; Gutteridge, 1983). The flat-reefs include mudmounds lying almost horizontally in contrast to the marginal
reefs of Castleton. Shoals of coarse crinoidal limestones flank
the reefs. The Eyam Limestones pass laterally into the Longstone
Mudstones but the latter can only be distinguished from the
overlying Edale Shales by detailed palaeontology so that the
Longstone Mudstones are not usually mapped separately. East
of Bradwell and north of Hucklow Edge the flat reefs are thought
to pass into a basinal facies beneath the Millstone Grit of Abney
Moor but this has not been tested by drilling.
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Brigantian
		
		
		
Visean Asbian
		
		
Holkerian
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The Carboniferous Limestone succession has been divided into
the following formations (Aitkenhead and Chisholm, 1982; see
also Waters et al. 2007):
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The Woo Dale Limestones include both unaltered and dolomitic
limestones of Holkerian age. About 100 m are exposed in the
floor of the Wye Valley and the adjacent Woo Dale, east of Buxton
(Schofield and Adams, 1985, 1986). There is also an extensive
inlier around Peak Forest village extending southwards along
Dam Dale. A further 273 m of concealed beds were penetrated
in the Woo Dale Borehole (Cope, 1949, 1973a, b), with the
“basement” of dacitic volcanic rocks beneath. The Woo Dale
Limestones were also penetrated in the Eldon Quarry borehole
where some 67 m of partly dolomitized limestones rested on at
least 30 m of tuff, not bottomed (Stevenson and Gaunt, 1971).
The Woo Dale Limestones were also penetrated in the Eyam
borehole (Dunham, 1973). They are thought to extend under the
whole area but only a few deep mines west of Castleton and in
the Wye Valley have been worked down into them and little is
known of the details.

w

(The term “Dinantian” is now obsolete).

Many of the more massive limestone beds have stylolite seams
with traces of insoluble matter including the vein minerals: the
stylolites indicate pressure solution after burial and are at least
partly contemporary with mineralization.
A Boulder Bed overlies the reef and fore-reef limestones around
Castleton. It represents an uplift and erosion phase of the
northern boundary of the limestone massif wherein the higher
limestone strata were eroded off and a reef complex of Bee Low
Limestones age was exposed and buried in Brigantian times;
parts of the Boulder bed are represented by an accumulation of
derived fossil shells once regarded as a “Beach Bed” (Barnes
and Holroyd, 1897; Simpson and Broadhurst, 1969).
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The Bee Low Limestones are mainly medium- to coarse-grained
calcarenites, with a total thickness of about 150 m, of Asbian age.
Their outcrop covers about half the area. They are divided into
two Members, the Chee Tor Limestones below and the Millers
Dale Limestones above, separated by the Lower Millers Dale
Lava. The Bee Low Limestones have been extensively quarried
in the type area east of Doveholes village and in Great Rocks
Dale. Cyclic sedimentation comparable with the Wirksworth
area (Oakman and Walkden, 1982) appears to be present but no
description of the details has been published. Clay wayboards
and potholed surfaces indicate intermittent emergence and soil
formation (Walkden, 1974). The topmost few metres of the
Millers Dale Limestone have been distinguished as the Station
Quarry beds by Cope (1933a, 1939; Stevenson and Gaunt, 1971
and Aitkenhead and Chisholm, 1982), though they have not
usually been mapped as a separate unit.
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The Millstone Grit Series of Namurian age forms a horse-shoeshaped outcrop to west, north and east of the limestone massif.
At its base are the Edale Shales (now = Bowland Shales) up
to 300 m thick, locally with an unconformable relationship to
the limestones (Jackson, 1925; Stevenson and Gaunt, 1971). In
places there are substantial fissures filled with shales indicating
open voids in the limestone surface when the first shales were
deposited. An outlier of shales floors the Wardlow Basin, centred
on the hamlet of Wardlow Mires. Overlying the Edale Shales is
a succession of deltaic sandstones (grits) forming escarpments
(edges) alternating with shales surrounding the limestone massif.
Grits and shales have a total thickness of around a kilometre.
Projection of the Millstone Grit strata from both east and west
clearly indicates that they once spread over the limestone massif.
A similar thickness of Coal Measures once spread over the area,
giving a total depth of burial of around 2 km by the end of the
Carboniferous.

A marginal reef facies of the Bee Low Limestones is present
around Castleton. Early research was thought to show that the
reefs were of D2 age (Brigantian) and banked against eroded
cliffs of D1 (Asbian) limestones (Shirley and Horsfield, 1940)
but later work showed that they of the same (Asbian) age as the
massif limestones and represented a passage into a marginal reef
facies (Parkinson, 1947, 1953; Wolfenden, 1958; Stevenson and
Gaunt, 1971; Ford, 1996). The “reefs” consist of lens-shaped
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Whilst some of the limestone-shale contact is concordant,
elsewhere there is a discordant relationship accompanied by
palaeokarstic features in the higher limestone beds, particularly
in the form of mid-Carboniferous caves containing Blue John
fluorspar, and the so-called Neptunean dykes at Windy Knoll
(Ford, 1984, 2000).

It thins out around Hay Cop, SW of Wardlow village. There
are thinner and more localized clay-wayboards at various levels
within both Bee Low and Monsal Dale Limestones.
Earlier tuffs within and below the Woo Dale Limestones were
found in the Eldon Quarry borehole (SK 113 816) indicating
igneous activity in Holkerian or earlier times (Stevenson and
Gaunt, 1971; Walters and Ineson, 1981a).

The dolomitization prevalent in upper limestones of the
Brassington and Matlock areas does not extend north of the Wye
Valley. The Woodale Limestones are partly dolomitic but such
beds are mostly below the floor of the Wye Valley.
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Several dolerite sills were intruded into the limestones, particularly
at Peak Forest, Potluck, Mount Pleasant, Waterswallows and
in Tideswell Dale (Bemrose, 1907; Stevenson and Gaunt,
1971). Though most were intruded into the lower parts of the
limestone succession, isotope dates suggests a late Namurian
to Westphalian date of emplacement, i.e. much younger than
the lava flows (Stevenson et al.1970; Aitkenhead et al. 1985).
Waterswallows and Tideswell Dale sills had extensive quarries,
now disused. To the east of Peak Forest the Mount Pleasant Sill
has a linear outcrop roughly aligned with Shuttle Rake and there
is a suggestion in the Memoir that there was a feeder up that
fracture, though of course the mineralization was much later;
otherwise feeders are unknown. No mineral veins are known to
cut the sills but Black Hillock Mine was sunk within the Potluck
Sill (Walters, 1980).
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Igneous Rocks
The Lower and Upper Millers Dale Lavas extend through most of
the area with linear outcrops from east of Peak Forest southwards
to Millers Dale (Whitehurst, 1786; Green et al. 1887; Bemrose,
1907; Stevenson and Gaunt, 1971; Walters and Ineson, 1981a;
Macdonald et al. 1984). In the Great Rocks Dale area northeast
of Buxton the Lower Lava has much-faulted outcrops, and the
Upper Lava is thin and discontinuous (Harrison, 1981). These
two lavas demonstrate that igneous activity reached a climax
in late Asbian times, and Walters and Ineson (1981a) compiled
reconstructions showing the extent of the two main lavas. Both
extend down-dip eastwards in the Bradwell and Hucklow area
but their terminations are uncertain. The lavas vary in character
from massive, occasionally columnar, and vesicular types,
commonly around 20 m thick. The isolated Cavedale Lava near
Castleton may be part of the Lower Millers Dale Lava though
a direct correlation has not been proven. The Cavedale Lava
may also have an uncertain correlation with the tuff mound
beneath the Hope Cement works quarry. The pillow lavas
recorded in a borehole beneath the cement works (Fearnsides
and Templeman, 1932) have an unknown relationship to the tuff
mound below the quarry but may represent lavas flowing into
deeper water. The Cressbrookdale lava is higher in the sequence
but has only a narrow exposure in the type area, beneath the
landslipped mass of Peters Stone: both this lava and the Litton
Tuff are widespread in mines east of Cressbrook Dale and were
encountered in the Hucklow Edge mines: massive toadstone
was also found in the core of the Longstone Edge Monocline
where it was encountered in the Sallet Hole adit and associated
workings.

A few volcanic vents are marked by roughly circular patches
of fragmented basaltic rock. Two are close together in Monks
Dale, west of Tideswell. The patch of agglomerate between
the Speedwell and Peak Caverns (SK 143 625) may represent
a volcanic centre (usually known as the Speedwell Vent) but
an alternative interpretation is that it marks an area where
lava tumbled down the fore-reef slope from a tongue of the
Cavedale Lava (Cheshire and Bell, 1977; Stevenson and Gaunt,
1971; Walters and Ineson, 1981a). If the patch of agglomerate
represents a vent it can be expected to have vertical margins,
but if it is a tumbled accumulation of fragmented lava, it may
have limestone below, possibly with mineral veins but this
interpretation is not known to have been tested. An accumulation
of tuff and agglomerate marks a largely hidden vent beneath
the Hope Cement Works quarry. Part of this agglomerate was
formerly exposed at the foot of Pindale and in Nunlow End
quarry. It may be contemporary with the Lower Millers Dale
and Cavedale Lavas. Another vent or volcanic feeder has been
postulated to lie west of Great Hucklow where the shaft of High
Rake Mine was sunk through more than 120 m of toadstone and
failed to bottom it. Whilst it is likely that some of these vents
represent feeders for the lavas there is little direct evidence.
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The presence of toadstone in mines was generally regarded
as a cut-off of ore-bearing veins but scattered records of ores
in toadstones date back to the late 18th century (Whitehurst,
1786; Walters and Ineson, 1981b). Ore was mined within the
“channel”, as toadstone was often known, at High Rake, near
Great Hucklow.

Two short dolerite dykes occur at Buxton Bridge in Great Rocks
Dale (Cope, 1933b; Stevenson and Gaunt, 1971).
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Tuffs are accumulations of volcanic dust, also known to the
miners as “channel” or “catdirt” (when containing pellets), or
simply as “clay” when weathered. Thin layers of tuff sometimes
cap the lavas; others between limestone beds are usually known as
“clay wayboards” (Walkden, 1972, 1974). Some are potassiumbentonites and others have the characteristics of palaeosols with
traces of coaly material suggesting brief emergence above sealevel and the growth of a cover of terrestrial vegetation.
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Former Cover Strata
As noted below, there is little evidence of Permian strata having
been deposited across the White Peak and it may be regarded
as a period dominated by erosion. The Triassic sands of the
Ashbourne/Derby area rest unconformably on both limestone
and Millstone Grit demonstrating the erosion of much of the
Upper Carboniferous cover by early Triassic times in at least the
southern part of the White Peak. It is possible that the spread of
Triassic strata reached the Castleton-Wye area but no evidence
has been found.
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The Doveholes Tuff lies about 15 m above the Lower Millers
Dale Lava, i.e. somewhat below the horizon of the Upper Millers
Dale Lava (Bemrose, 1907; Stevenson and Gaunt, 1971). Up
to 2 m thick it has occasionally been exposed in the quarries
around Bee Low and Doveholes.
The Ravensdale Tuff (sometimes wrongly correlated with the
Cressbrookdale Lava) outcrops round the Ravensdale cottages
in central Cressbrook Dale. It is within the Bee Low Limestones,
well below the Lower Millers Dale Lava.

By projection from their east Midlands outcrops, it is probable
that there was once a kilometre or so of Jurassic and Cretaceous
and, possibly, some early Cenozoic cover on top of the South
Pennines but these strata have long since been eroded away. No
evidence has been found that the Neogene (late Miocene) sands
and clays of the Brassington Formation extended over the area
north of the Wye.

The Litton Tuff is a widespread sheet of volcanic dust of
basaltic composition lying within the Monsal Dale Limestones.
The outcrop extends from west of Little Hucklow and east of
Tideswell into upper Cressbrook Dale, near Wardlow Mires,
and eastwards into the mines around Great Hucklow and Eyam.

Superficial Deposits
Although the area was glaciated at least in the Anglian phase
of the Pleistocene, there are only small areas of Anglian
boulder clay on the limestone massif, particularly on terraces
around Monsal Dale and Bakewell (Burek, 1978). It is likely
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that Anglian ice covered the Castleton-Tideswell area but little
direct evidence has been found. Pre-Anglian ice sheets may have
moved over the area but no direct evidence has been found. The
much later boulder clay of Devensian age is present to the west
of the limestone margin, around Chapel-en-le-Frith, probably
marking the limits of ice advance in the last glacial period.

has sometimes been attributed to infiltration of magnesiumrich brines but as the dolomitization is demonstrably premineralization and the latter is now regarded as of late
Carboniferous age, the hypothesis of Permian transgression and
infiltration of magnesium-rich brines cannot be sustained today
(Ford, 2002). Thus it appears most likely that the Pennine uplift
created a low island which was not covered by Permian strata.
Much later renewed uplift of the Pennines was a late Cenozoic
event.

Solifluction deposits date from the Devensian cold climatic
period and resulted from sludging in a freeze-and-thaw regime,
which yielded the sandy gravels overlying the Edale Shales of
Rushup and Hope Valleys. The latter form a sheet up to 5 m
thick and the sediments were washed into several caves. Earlier
sands and gravels fill ancient cave passages in Eldon quarry.
Patches of gravel composed of angular chert fragments are
residues resulting from solution of the higher limestones: the
chert gravel covers parts of Bradwell Moor. Both solifluction
deposits and chert gravel are shown on Geological Survey maps
as “Head”. The chert gravel is sometimes covered by peat and
the combination then conceals mineral veins.
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Folding: Whilst the main Pennine axis is generally north-south
some variation in direction is present usually NNW-SSE though
in Monks Dale the fold-axis swings to WNW-ESE and back
again to NNW-SSE. Dips of around 5o occur on both sides of
the axis. A subsidiary anticline trends almost E-W through Bee
Low to meet the western limestone boundary near Doveholes,
where the beds may dip to the west by as much as 40o Another
anticline west of and parallel to the main Pennine axis trends SSE
from Doveholes with the shallow Wormhill syncline between
that and Dam Dale (Harrison, 1981). A gentle N-S anticline
occurs in the Watergrove area, to the east of the Wardlow Basin.
A small fold exposed in a roadside quarry west of Horsley may
be a drape over a hidden reef-mound. Outside the present area,
the Longstone Edge monocline extends eastwards to produce
the limestone spur of Calver Peak south of Stoney Middleton.
Although briefly described by Ford (2009) the structural history
of the Eyam-Stoney Middleton and Longstone Edge area
merits a detailed study (see Hunter in Barnatt and Worthington,
2009).
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Loessic clay forms a widespread yellowish layer of sub-soil
which resulted from fine-grained, wind-blown dust settling on
bare limestone in tundra conditions; it is present over much of
the limestone uplands (Pigott, 1962). Generally about a metre
thick it is thought to be the source of the yellowish clay and
mud washed down into many caves and associated mines. Most,
if not all, the loessic subsoil and the equivalents in caves are of
Devensian age, but earlier equivalents may also be present.
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There are scattered landslips, mostly where the lowest
Millstone Grit sandstones have slipped over the Edale Shales;
notable examples are at Mam Tor at Castleton, and below the
escarpments of Bradwell and Hucklow Edges. Peter’s Stone is a
limestone landslip high in Cressbrook Dale.

Strong folding in the Millstone Grit country to the west of Buxton
is characterized by the Goyt Valley syncline and the Long Hill
(Edgemont) anticline, both with N-S trends. In contrast, to the
north of Castleton, the Edale anticline trends E-W and another
gentle E-W anticline is present along Hope Valley. These
folds were developed in the Variscan orogeny at the end of the
Carboniferous period. Whilst these anticlines have limestone at
depth in their cores as found in the Edale Borehole (Hudson and
Cotton, 1945), no obvious equivalents to these E-W folds affect
the limestone of the Castleton-Wye area and no relationship
to mineralization has yet been demonstrated. Moreover, the
irregular unconformable contact between limestone and shales
around Mam Tor suggests that the Edale borehole may not have
been sited on the real crest of the concealed limestone anticline,
which failed to yield oil when drilled in 1938 (Hudson and
Cotton, 1945). Geophysical surveys have suggested there is a
strong Edale Fault at depth but no equivalent fault is present at
outcrop (Fraser and Gawthorpe, 2003).
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Screes resulting from frost-shattering of limestone cliffs cover
many valley sides partly masking the outcrops of mineral
veins.
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Glacial landforms have not been recognized: Hope Valley has
some resemblance to a U-shaped trough though no boulder clay
is known and no evidence of moraines or outwash has been
found at the downstream eastern end.
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An extensive dry valley network was cut into the limestone
plateau during periglacial tundra conditions, mainly in the
Devensian cold phase. The dry valleys include “anomalous
gorges” such as Bradwell Dale (Ford and Burek, 1976).

Structure
The marginal reefs along the edge of the limestone massif have
been taken to suggest that they lie above a faulted margin to
a concealed basement block, but as the basement is nowhere
exposed and only known from two boreholes there is little
evidence to support the concept. The basement appears to be
faulted but interpretations differ (Rogers and Stuart, 1991;
Quirk, 1993; Ford, 1999). A hypothetical fault beneath Edale
throwing the basement down by at least a kilometre to the
north was suggested by Fraser and Gawthorpe (2003) (see
also Smith et al. 2005) on the basis of seismic profiles but no
surface evidence has been found to support this concept. The
limestones were deposited during a syn-rift (extensional) phase
of the Carboniferous with the Millstone Grit filling the central
Pennine basin in a post-rift (thermal sag) phase.
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Faulting. Many of the mineral veins lie along wrench faults as
shown by horizontal slickensides but the amount of displacement
is difficult to determine. The terminations of such faults appear
to be accommodated by splays into groups of minor fractures
(Firman, 1977). Vein patterns sometimes imply dextral slip
movement (Quirk, 1986). Several normal faults cross the area of
the Bee Low, Holderness, New Line, Perseverance, Victory and
Tunstead quarries (Stevenson and Gaunt, 1971; Harrison, 1981;
Ineson and Dagger, 1985). These faults usually have E-W trends
with downthrows to the north; they have minor mineralization
but not usually enough to attract the old lead miners. Some faults
appear to be confined to the Woo Dale Limestones, e.g. along the
Wye Valley east of Buxton, where any mineralization would be
below river level and inaccessible to the old lead miners. Several
major veins are demonstrable faults: among these are Odin Vein,
Dirtlow Rake and the Tideslow-Hucklow Edge Rake, the latter
with a downthrow of about 12 fathoms (c.22m) to the north
(Green et al. 1887). The Watersaw/High/Deep Rake structure
along the Longstone Edge monocline continued westwards
across Cressbrook Dale as a major fault downthrowing south.
Lateral (wrench) movement within gently dipping limestones
has sometimes produced apparent vertical displacement, with
toadstones at different depths in opposing walls. At the foot of
Pindale the offset in the limestone-shale boundary indicates a
southerly downthrow on the eastern part of Dirtlow Rake; to the
west the Oxlow Rake branch has a northerly downthrow. Faults

The Castleton-Wye limestone massif area straddles the main
Pennine anticline with an axis trending roughly NNW-SSE
along the dry valley through Peak Forest, Dam Dale and Monks
Dale towards the Wye Valley near Woo Dale (Stevenson and
Gaunt, 1971). The Pennine “anticline” represents inversion
from a depositional basin to an uplifted area by the beginning of
Permian times when erosion of the Upper Carboniferous cover
commenced. It is unlikely that the late Permian Magnesian
Limestone extended over the South Pennines: dolomitization
of the Carboniferous Limestone of the southern White Peak

5

mapped in the Millstone Grit country by the Geological Survey
do not appear to extend into the limestone.

and Beck, 1991). Wardlow Mires Swallet (SK 179 756) is
an estavelle in the head of Cressbrook Dale, just south of the
hamlet: it acts as a sink in normal weather but overflows as a
rising in very wet weather, with most of its catchment being
to the west and north of the Wardlow Basin. The resurgence
of Lumb Hole (SK 172 731) in lower Cressbrook Dale has a
catchment to the east with unknown limits. The line of swallets
along the shale/limestone margin from Foolow to Eyam takes
water flowing off the shales and grit of Hucklow and Eyam
Edges. Short shale-gate soughs below Eyam Edge were in effect
pumpways feeding the stream which sinks in Waterfall Swallet
(Kirkham, 1965-6, 1967). Waterfall Swallet feeds water into a
partly unknown cave system where it is joined by the streams
in Carlswark and other cave systems, finally resurging from
Morewood Sough in Stoney Middleton (Beck, 1975).

Hydrology
Most of the area is drained by the River Wye in the south and
by the River Derwent in the east. Tributary streams flow to the
Wye from Wormhill Springs and from the lower reaches of
Cressbrook Dale. The Wye gains water from other springs and
by risings in its bed. The tributary streams of Peakshole Water
and Bradwell Brook join the River Noe flowing from Edale to
join the Derwent near Bamford
The extensive cave drainage systems around Castleton drain a
large area north of Peak Forest into Peakshole Water, a tributary
to the River Noe which joins the River Derwent at Bamford.
Bradwell Brook drains much of the area between Bradwell,
Tideswell and Great Hucklow and also joins the Noe whence it
contributes to the Derwent. The boundaries of the catchment areas
for both Castleton and Bradwell cannot be defined accurately
and in general terms water movement is down dip, along
inception horizons (bedding planes and wayboards) between
limestone beds, through caves and along mineral veins where
available. An early phase of the evolution of the cave systems
was the development of vein cavities, which are vertical and
more or less cylindrical caverns formed by post-mineralization
phreatic solution along mineral veins (Ford, 2000).
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Intermittent ebbing and flowing springs have been recorded at
Tideswell and near Barmoor Clough but are no longer active.
The inlets of Main and Whirlpool Risings in Speedwell Cavern
are also ebbing and flowing risings active after wet weather
and probably caused difficulties to the old lead miners. The
cause is probably some form of siphon action but the details
are not known. Flow switching may be caused by movement of
sediment banks in the inaccessible phreatic system (Bottrell and
Gunn, 1991).

dm

Soughs were driven by the lead miners to drain their mines
(Rieuwerts, 2007), notably Odin Sough at Castleton (Rieuwerts
and Ford, 1976). The main part of Hucklow Edge Rake and
associated veins were drained by Magclough and Stoke Soughs
well to the east of the area under discussion (Rieuwerts, 2007).
Watergrove Sough takes drainage from the eastern rim of the
Wardlow Basin eastwards to Stoney Middleton Dale (Kirkham,
1967; Rieuwerts, 2007).
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The well-known warm springs at Buxton are thought to be
due to deep circulation, possibly from a catchment around the
margin of the North Staffordshire coalfield (Brassington, 2007;
Gunn et al. 2006). There are other weakly thermal springs in the
area, one at Eden Tree just north of Bradwell (SK 174 819) and
another at Stoney Middleton.
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In the northwest a small catchment area around Doveholes
drains to two swallets both of which have been dye-traced to
fissures in the railway tunnel. The water flow was diverted
northwards in a culvert beneath the tunnel floor to emerge at
the northern end near Chapel-en-le-Frith, ultimately joining the
Mersey (Stephens, 1929). However, the surface drainage of the
quarries east of Doveholes has been dye-traced to the Wye.

.p

Vertical caverns such as Nettle Pot and Eldon Hole are oriented
NW-SE and developed along post-mineralization fractures.
Some surface drainage follows the otherwise dry valley network
in places where underlying impervious lavas or sills prevent
water going underground, as at Peak Forest and in parts of
Cressbrook and Monks Dales.
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The complex underground drainage system at Castleton has
been described by Ford (1977); Gunn (1991) and Ford (2008).
Swallets engulf allogenic drainage from the Millstone Grit
strata of Rushup Edge and their water is joined by autogenic
percolation water beneath the limestone plateau. The combined
waters resurge at Russet Well and Slop Moll in Castleton with
much of the intervening course being phreatic flow eastwards
along mineral veins in an inaccessible submerged vein-cavity
system. Peak Cavern’s drainage system is largely meteoric
water percolating into the limestone plateau west of Castleton.

The different stratigraphical units have both hydrological and
geochemical distinctions, as determined by Banks et al. (2009).
However, delimitation of catchment areas for the various
springs and soughs has many uncertainties as both percolation
water and sinking streams are often deflected by toadstones or
clay-wayboards.
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Minerals
The mines of the Castleton-Wye area are characterized by
the Mississippi Valley Type hydrothermal suite, i.e. galenasphalerite-fluorite-baryte-calcite (Dunham, 1952; Colman et
al. 1989; Ford et al. 1993). Small amounts of pyrite, marcasite,
chalcopyrite and bravoite occur, mainly as inclusions within
fluorite and calcite. Sphalerite is largely confined to the eastern
ends of veins. Copper minerals were found in a vein near Peak
Dale, east of Doveholes (Heathcote, 2009). Pyrite, chalcopyrite
and bravoite also occur as inclusions in galena and sphalerite,
visible only in polished sections (Mostaghel, 1984a). [Fig 3] An
outline paragenetic sequence was compiled by Mostaghel and
Ford (1986); other paragenetic sequences have been recorded by
Carlon (1975), Quirk (1986, 1993) and Jeffrey (1997). However,
the sequence can vary along a single vein and an overall general
sequence is impossible to define. A range of 2-4% silver has
been extracted from lead during the smelting process but few
details of distribution and content have been recorded. Lead ore
production statistics have been compiled by Burt et al. (1981).
During the 20th century lead ore production has been replaced
by fluorspar, baryte and calcite as the principal products with
both lead and zinc ores separated as by-products.
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The Bradwell brook rises from several resurgences which
discharge percolation water from Bradwell Moor and
from swallets along the shale-limestone boundary between
Bradwell and Great Hucklow (Ford 1977). Both Duce Hole
and Swevic Swallets have been dye-traced to Bagshaw
resurgence (Gunn, pers comm.). An ill-defined boundary of
the underground catchments for the Castleton and Bradwell
drainage systems lies somewhere to the south of Dirtlow
Rake, with some water going to both resurgences. Similarly
the southern limits of the Bradwell brook’s catchment are
uncertain. At least some of the area south of Great Hucklow
drains across High Rake (either through or beneath the
workings of Milldam Mine?) into the Bradwell catchment.
However, water in the mines east of Great Hucklow was
diverted along shale-gate pumpways mostly sinking at
Waterfall Swallet to resurge via Morewood Sough at Stoney
Middleton. Drainage of the mines beneath Eyam mostly goes
to Stoke Sough.
The complex cave drainage systems at Wardlow, Cressbrook
Dale, Foolow, Eyam and Stoney Middleton have been described
by Beck (1975; 1978; and by Beck, in Ford, 1977; also Gill

Various textures showing different relationships of ore and
gangue minerals were illustrated by Quirk (1993).
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Fig. 3: Diagram of Typical Primary Mineral Vein Textures (after Quirk, 1986)
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Fig. 4: A Proposed Model for the Formation of the South Pennine Orefield. Arrows Indicate the Westward Movement
Pattern of Pb-Zn-F-Ba Enriched Fluids Derived from a Namurian Shale Basin to the East Feeding Deposits in the
Carboniferous Limestone of the Derbyshire Massif (after Quirk, 1986)
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Replacement of limestone by silica was reviewed by Orme
(1974). Most takes the form of chert nodules and silicified
fossils. Quartz is generally absent from the veins but it may
occasionally occur with chalcedony where there is an association
with igneous rocks. Quartz-rock occurs as replacements of
limestone around Pindale and the Portaway pit in the Castleton
area (Bemrose, 1898; Stevenson and Gaunt, 1971; Orme, 1974;
Ford, 1967). Small patches of quartz-rock also occur near Odin
Mine and in Treak Cliff Cavern, and loose blocks occur on
New Rake and Moss Rake (Green et al. 1887). Quartz rock was
also found in the floor of the Dirtlow fluorspar pit. In general
silicification was an early phase of the mineralization process,
as euhedral crystals of fluorite and calcite can often be found in
vugs in the quartz rock.

Jeffrey, 1997). Replacement deposits are also present and a few
veins have adjoining limestones patchily replaced by ore or
gangue minerals or by quartz rock.
Although there is a long-standing tradition that ores and veins
were cut off by the lavas, instances of ore in toadstone were
noted long ago (e.g. Mawe, 1802). Walters and Ineson (1981b)
catalogued localities where ore was worked in toadstone.
The mineral field is regarded as a variant of the well known
Mississippi Valley type (MVT) characterized by substantial
amounts of fluorspar. Mineralization was brought about by hot
fluids being squeezed out of contemporary shale-filled basins
by the pressure of overlying strata (Ewbank et al. 1993; Quirk
1993). The hydrothermal fluids moved laterally, gently up-dip
into a limestone massif where they mixed with groundwater
in the limestone (Dunham, 1973; Robinson and Ineson, 1979:
Ineson and Ford, 1982; Mostaghel and Ford, 1986; Colman et
al. 1989; Plant and Jones, 1989; Jones et al 1994; Quirk, 1993;
Ixer, R.A. 1986; Ixer and Townley, 1979; Ixer and Vaughan,
1993; Ford, 1996, 1999). [Fig 4] The MVT orefields in the
Pennines are unusually rich in fluorite (Dunham, 1983) which
probably reflects the geochemistry of the source shales. Traces
of the hydrothermal fluids preserved in fluid inclusions in
fluorite are highly saline and yield homogenization temperatures
of around 120oC (Atkinson et al. 1982). The fluids carried
dissolved ions derived from the clay minerals during diagenesis
from the original muds in their change to shale. When the fluids
met more oxygenated and slightly sulphurous meteoric waters
within the limestones, the reactions resulted in the precipitation
of the mineral suite with frequent repetitions due to intermittent
pulses of fluid movement.
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A general zonal arrangement of gangue minerals has long been
recognized, with fluorspar most common in veins along the
eastern margin of the limestone massif, baryte in the central
zone and calcite in the west, though there is considerable overlap
and frequent interlayering of the gangue minerals in some veins
(Dunham, 1952; Mueller, 1954b; Mostaghel, 1983, 1984b;
Colman et al. 1989). Local varieties of coloured fluorite crystals
was once claimed to be due to thermal effects (Mueller, 1954a),
though this hypothesis is now regarded as unlikely. The overall
zonal arrangement was once thought to be a thermal effect of
cooling as fluids moved up-dip from basins to the east (Firman
and Bagshaw, 1974; Mostaghel and Ford, 1986; Colman et
al. 1989; Ford and Quirk, 1995). However, in contrast to the
alleged thermal zoning, fluid inclusion studies by Atkinson et
al. (1982) failed to show any decrease in temperatures from
east to west, and the distribution is best regarded as due to
preferential precipitation of the most common minerals in each
phase of the intermittent pulses of hydrothermal fluid of different
composition moving slowly westwards under varying tectonic
stresses (Quirk, 1993), probably assisted by seismic pumping as
outlined by Sibson et al. (1975).

w

Baryte is mostly the fine-grained, cream-coloured “caulk”
variety with its rounded botryoidal surfaces, but white, orange
and red bladed varieties are known (Dunham and Dines, 1945;
Carlon, 1975). An unusual tubular variety occurred in the
Dirtlow pit (Jeffrey, 1997). Caulk is often stained by traces of
limonite.

m

Fluorite has coloured varieties ranging from blue-purple, through
clear colourless, cloudy colourless, pale yellow to amber (Wedd
and Drabble, 1908; Dunham, 1937, 1952; Mueller, 1954a). The
setting and history of the blue and white banded fluorspar known
as Blue John in Treak Cliff, west of Castleton, has been reviewed
by Ford (2005). The varied banding patterns are thought to
reflect pulses of fluid moving through the complex plumbing
system and caves associated with the Boulder Bed. There is
an extensive literature concerning the origin of the blue-purple
colouration which has been ascribed to several possible causes
including the presence of hydrocarbon inclusions, or radiation
damage by absorbed uranium causing dislocations of the crystal
lattice (Braithwaite and Green, 1971; Braithwaite et al. 1973) or
due to the presence of colloidal calcium (Galwey et al. 1979).
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Calcite is mostly opaque white but translucent scalenohedral
crystals are sometimes present. Amongst rare minerals recorded
there are occurrences of wulfenite (lead molybdate) and
pyromorphite (lead phosphate) (Ford et al. 1993).
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Oxidation products include cerussite, anglesite, smithsonite,
hemimorphite, malachite and goethite or limonite replacing
marcasite. Calamine (= smithsonite and known to the old
miners as “dry bone”) has been exploited commercially in the
oxidized parts of sphalerite-bearing veins, particularly along the
limestone margin east of Castleton and south of Bradwell.
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A suite of hydrocarbon pseudo-minerals, collectively known
as elaterite, occurs at Windy Knoll, west of Castleton (Mueller,
1954b; Pering, 1973; Khavari-Khorosani and Murchison,
1978; Parnell, 1988; Moser et al. 1992): there are scattered
minor occurrences of bitumens elsewhere, e.g. within hollow
fossil shells. Small amounts of uraniferous collophane have
been found around Treak Cliff and on the slopes of Cowlow,
Castleton (Peacock and Taylor, 1966; Quirk, 1986).
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Details of the Mineral Veins
Castleton Liberty
The history of mining in Castleton Liberty has been admirably
summarized by Chris Heathcote (2007b) and by Jim Rieuwerts
(2007).

D

Mineral Veins
Like the areas to the south (e.g. Ford, 2009), the Castleton-Wye
area is characterized by numerous fissure veins known as rakes
and scrins, and by stratiform deposits called pipes and flats. The
fissure veins commonly show horizontal slickensides indicating
wrench faulting, with the ends of veins taken up by repeated
splitting (Firman, 1977). Rakes are the larger veins, often 3 or
4 km long, and up to 10 m wide. Scrins are smaller fissure fills,
usually no more than a few hundred metres long and only a few
centimetres wide; many split off rakes at an acute angle. Flats
are where ores were deposited along bedding planes, commonly
along wayboards: they are irregular in plan and with lengths
comparable to widths. The term “pipe” is applied either to
single cavities lined with ore minerals or to linear series of these
developed parallel to bedding, with minerals lining or filling
ancient caves (= palaeokarst). Occasional solution collapse
structures have been mineralized (Butcher and Hedges, 1987;

Odin Mine (SK 135 834) is the most northerly rake with open-cut
workings exposed at the foot of Mam Tor, Castleton. About 200 m
of opencuts in the Odin Rake lie across the eroded northernmost
tip of the reef complex before it goes under the shales in both
directions. The vein was up to 3 m wide with a roughly E-W
trend. The limestones here are the reef and fore-reef facies of
the Bee Low Limestones, equivalent in age to the massif facies
southwest of Castleton. No toadstones are known in the mine.
Workings extended westwards for around 1500 m with several
shafts sunk through the shales on the southern slopes of Mam
Tor. Logically Odin Rake should extend eastwards beneath a
hundred metres or so of the shales beneath Hope Valley, and
this concept has been supported by soil geochemistry across

8

the projected line; otherwise the eastern projection
has not been investigated. A detailed description
and history of Odin Mine was compiled by Ford
and Rieuwerts (1976). The archaeology has been
discussed briefly by Barnatt and Worthington, 2009,
pp. 108-9). [Figs 5, 6 and 7]
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Although shown on some maps as a single line,
Odin Rake is in effect a series of en echelon veins
with a WSW-ENE trend, joined by oblique fractures
on a WNW-ESE trend, suggesting dextral strikeslip movement (Quirk, 1986). This complex group
of veins cuts across the uneven eroded contact of
Namurian shales and Bee Low Limestones. No
equivalent to the Monsal Dale Limestones has
been recognized, though the Boulder Bed occurs
intermittently along the limestone/shale contact.
Horizontal slickensides indicate lateral movement
which has off-set undulations in the shale-limestone
contact, giving sectors where the vein walls are
shale opposed to limestone. The slopes immediately
south of the entrance are in the Boulder Bed and
voids contain Blue John fluorspar. On the hillside
south of the opencut there are short open caverns in
both Boulder Bed and reef limestones: they contain
small pipe veins with Blue John and much loessic
clay (Ford, 1969). These veins included Knab Vein,
worked briefly during World War II via an inclined
railway up the hillside with a shaft at the top; there
was also a short adit in Odin Gulley. There is a small
patch of quartz-rock outcropping by the old railway
incline. The accessible part of Odin Rake slopes at
about 6o from the vertical, i.e. to the south. Only a
few hundred metres of Odin Mine’s workings can
be explored today and our knowledge of workings
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Fig. 5: Sketch Map of the Bitumen Deposits of Windy Knoll (after Mueller,
1954b).
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Fig. 6: Sketch Map of the Mineral Deposits of Odin Mine and Treak Cliff.
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have been found enclosed in the bitumens. Traces of uraniferous
collophane have also been found (Peacock and Taylor, 1966).
Hydrocarbon-bearing fluid inclusions indicate a homogenization
(i.e. deposition) temperature of around 1340C. The only “vein”
at Windy Knoll is in the west wall of the quarry and is largely
calcite and bitumen. There have been suggestions that the
hydrocarbons may be the relics of a former oil accumulation
present at the time of mineralization but no other evidence has
been cited. A Windy Knoll vein of Blue John fluorspar is thought
to be where there are small waste heaps some 200 m south of
the quarry; pieces of rather weakly colour-banded fluorspar
can be found there (Ford, 2005): details of any workings are
unknown.
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further west depends on late 18th century plans. At the western
end close to the road branch to Mam Nick and Edale there were
West, Forest and Castleton shafts, all sunk through the shales
and beyond these the shales cut off the vein where the limestones
dipped steeply to the west, deep below Rushup Edge. The gangue
minerals were alternations of fluorspar, baryte and calcite. The
waste heaps were re-processed in the early 20th century for the
substantial amounts of fluorspar that they contained. Haulage
in Odin Mine was by a cart-gate close to road level but most
of this has long been inaccessible. Workings extended about 80
m below the Cartgate (i.e. 80 m below road level) and were
drained by Odin Sough, driven through shales below the valley
floor from near Tricket Bridge in Castleton. The sough was in
shales until it met limestone a little over a hundred metres from
the mine.
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Fig. 7: Profile along Odin Mine (from Rieuwerts and Ford, 1976)

Explosive slickensides, where stresses could be released
suddenly by a pick-axe striking a polished galena surface, were
noted in Odin Mine (Mawe, 1802).
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No Blue John is known to have been found in Odin Mine, even
though it is so close to Treak Cliff. [Fig 8].
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Peakshill Sough is marked by a line of mounds, mostly shale,
NW of Giants Hole: the site of the tail is not known. A later
adit was driven south from Edale under Rushup Edge, allegedly
intended to meet Peakshill Sough, but they were at different
altitudes so how they were supposed to meet is uncertain. Both
were in the Edale Shales and crossed the projected line of Odin
Rake but were far too high to have cut the limestone or any vein
therein.

Blue John Cavern and Mine (SK 132 832) (referred to as TreCliffe Mine in some old records). Mostly developed in flatlying back-reef Bee Low Limestones just west of the Treak
Cliff reef limestones, the Blue John Cavern is a series of large
water-worn caverns with several “veins” of Blue John fluorspar
in its walls. These are not fissure fills; instead they are mostly
flat-lying linings or fills in ancient palaeokarstic caves of midCarboniferous age invaded by hydrothermal fluids in late
Carboniferous times. The varied patterns of colour banding
in Blue John fluorspar distinguish the so-called “veins” and
probably reflect an alternation of fast or slow flushes of fluids
and their absorption of hydrocarbons with traces of uranium
causing crystal lattice dislocations (Braithwaite et al. 1973;
Ford, 2005, 2008). [Fig 9]
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Treak Cliff Cavern (SK 136 832) is on the steep fore-reef eastern
face of Treak Cliff. The outer series of caves include several
“veins” of Blue John fluorspar, mined as the Cliff Blue and
Millers Veins from the mid 18th century onwards (Ford, 1969,
2005; 2008). These “veins” are largely groups of void fillings or
linings in the mid-Carboniferous Boulder Bed, capped by higher
boulder bed with voids filled with the first shales; there are short
palaeo-cave extensions into the fore-reef Bee Low Limestones
beneath the Boulder Bed. [Fig 10] The outer part of the cavern
has been called a “pipe” in the past but is perhaps better seen
as a linear group of small pipes, void fillings and replacements.
The “pipe” has a general SW-NE trend obliquely down the
fore-reef slope. Some void linings are completed with a scatter
of calcite scalenohedra or nail-head crystals; other voids have
botryoidal baryte clusters as a late phase. There are rare crystals
of galena in Blue John. Some “veins” lie on layers of quartz
rock a few centimetres thick with included blue fluorite crystals.
Replacement deposits margin some void fillings, with speckles
of blue fluorite scattered through limestone and quartz-rock.
Very dark, almost black Blue John has abundant inclusions of
pyrite. Patches of greenish limestone contain collophane and

D

Windy Knoll (SK 135 830) is a promontory of limestone some
250 metres south of the western end of Odin Mine. Though
there is no known connection, two shaft hollows adjacent to
the footpath suggest that there may have been a southeasterly
branch off Odin Rake though they are not quite in the position
of the branch shown on the late 18th century plans. Windy Knoll
is noted for its bitumen seepages, collectively called elaterite,
where the hydrocarbons ooze out of fissures both in the solid
limestone and the covering of the Boulder Bed. Mueller (1954b)
described some thirty different “mineraloids”, i.e. hydrocarbons
with different physical properties, ranging from rubbery reddish
elaterite, through hard rod-like “olefinites”, to viscous liquids.
Since neither fixed chemical compositions nor crystalline
structure can be demonstrated, they are not recognized as true
minerals. There is an extensive literature on these hydrocarbons
(see Pering, 1973: Khavari-Khorosani and Murchison, 1978;
Parnell, 1988; Moser et al. 1992; Ford et al. 1993 and references
therein). Small crystals of galena, sphalerite and blue fluorite
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Fig. 8: Sketch Map of Mineral Deposits on Treak Cliff
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Fig. 9: Sketch Map of the Blue John Cavern and its Blue John Deposits.
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Winster Vein is marked by a line of old workings across the
lower end of the Pass with an E-W trend. It was also tried in the
Speedwell Mine but has insufficient ore to be profitable there.
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w

glauconite. An inner series of caverns contains magnificent
stalactite grottoes but little Blue John.

Windy Gates Low Meadows Vein with a NW-SE trend is marked
on an old plan crossing the fields north of the Speedwell Mine
entrance though there is little sign of waste hillocks (Rieuwerts,
2007). Low Meadows Vein was also recorded just south of the
road and east of the shop but there is little sign of any workings
in the present day field.
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New Gates Vein (c. SK 136 835) is marked on some old maps
as a WSW-ENE “vein” (Heathcote, 2007b; Rieuwerts, 2007);
there is much disturbed ground some 300 m north of Treak Cliff
Cavern but no workings are accessible. These are several small
partly collapsed caverns including Tree Hole (now inaccessible)
along the line. Considerable quantities of lead ore were obtained
hereabouts in the 18th century, probably in loose lumps in cave
sediments but there is little to see today.

.p

Fig. 10: Profile of Treak Cliff Cavern in relation to the Boulder Bed.

Old Tor Mine (SK 135 827) is high on the north face of the
Winnats Pass in both reef and back reef limestones. As with the
Blue John Cavern the mineralization appears to be fills or linings
of palaeokarstic caves with a NW-SE trend inclined downwards
at the NW end (Ford, 2005, 2008). Another similar deposit was
worked from a short shaft high on the hilltop about 200 m to the
northwest but it is now inaccessible and details are unknown.

Speedwell Mine and Cavern (SK 139 827) (= Oakden’s Level
or Navigation Mine and apparently including Lane Head Pipe).
The unique late 18th century mining venture comprised a canal
tunnel driven southwards from close to the foot of Winnats
Pass from 1771 to 1781. The Navigation Mine was designed
to intersect several east-west veins at depth in a venture to use
boat haulage (Rieuwerts and Ford, 1985; Marsden et al.1991;
Ford, 2008). [Fig 11] The experiment was a financial failure
because the veins were impoverished at depth: however mining
continued intermittently until 1847. Details of the mineralogy
were recorded by Quirk (1985). The first section of the canal
went through steeply dipping fore-reef limestones into nearly
horizontal Bee Low Limestones near the Bottomless Pit.
Beyond that large cavern the Far Canal and stream caves are
deep enough to be in the Woo Dale Limestones. Amongst the
veins encountered was Little Winster Vein which had a trial adit
to the east of the First Canal with about 2 cm of yellow fluorspar,
beneath the line of workings on the hillside above.

Winnats Pass has a complex history (Ford, 1987). It separates the
limestone mass with Blue John deposits from the limestones to
the south largely without Blue John. The Pass itself has several
small veins (Rieuwerts, 2007). An adit near the top of the Pass
was driven along a WSW-ENE fissure vein with about 2 cm of
yellowish fluorite and occasional specks of galena. The same
vein was tried on the opposite (southern) slope but there was too
little ore to be economic. A fluorspar flat was later found a little
further west in Winnats Head Cave (SK 131 828). Shaft hollows
with waste heaps containing baryte lie close to the road on the
southern slope just above the Windy Bend, apparently known as
Windy Gates Vein but details of the mines are unknown. Little

Longcliffe Vein was worked on both sides of the First Canal
but only the western workings are accessible today, with some
difficulty (see Marsden et al, 1991; Ford, 2008). The miners
reached an irregular series of vein cavities, extending to a point
beneath the road in the Winnats Pass (referred to as Lane Head
Pipe in some old accounts, e.g. Farey, 1811). On the surface
Longcliffe Vein crosses the fore-reef slope at an oblique angle
where it is marked by a series of hillocks and shafts (mostly
run-in) from the Winnats Pass across the steep slope of fore-reef
limestones of Long Cliff. Longcliffe Mine was at the junction
of Longcliffe Vein and Shack Hole Vein (= Slack or Shake Hole
Vein): the shaft led into a vein cavity some 40 m deep with limited
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Treak Cliff Back (SK 132 828) is the flat top of the hill,
composed of flat-lying back reef limestones. Henry Watson of
Ashford-in-the-Water had sixteen separate mines here in 1765
“for anything and what he could get” i.e. Blue John. None of
these mines can be identified today but open-pit workings for
industrial fluorspar during World War II revealed both cavity
fillings and palaeokarstic void linings of generally rather dark
Blue John. Whilst the remaining opencuts have a broadly N-S
trend no specific vein can be defined.
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Fig. 11: Sketch Map of the Speedwell Cavern-cum-Mine and its Mineral Veins.
Faucet Rake can be traced on the surface from Cavedale in
the east across the back-reef areas on the top of Cow Low and
Long Cliff and westwards to Rowter Hole (SK 134 823) close
to its junction with Shack Hole Scrin. Further west Faucet Rake
was known as Horsestones Rake: it was worked in Peak Forest
Liberty in Oxlow Caverns (= Rickety Mine) (SK 125 822) and
Maskhill Mine (Gill and Beck, 1991; Ford, 2008). The caverns
in these mines are phreatic vein cavities, an early stage in the
evolution of the Castleton cave systems (Ford, 2000, 2008).
The nearby Nettle Pot and several other caverns are on NWSE fractures with little or no mineralization. At its western end
Horsestones Rake crosses Snelslow and meets the limestone/
shale boundary near Jackpot (= P8) Cave where it disappears
under the shales of Rushup Valley north of Eldon Quarry. Quick
Scrin branched SW out of Faucet Rake above Cowlow Nick and
was reached at the upper end of Whirlpool Passage in Speedwell
Cavern though there was little attempt to work it there.
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workings going off to the east. At its eastern end Longcliffe Vein
terminated at the contact of limestones and the Speedwell Vent
agglomerate close to the foot of Cowlow Nick. Several parallel
scrins with a roughly east-west trend cross Cowlow Nick higher
up with limited workings off: Slack Scrin and Slate Scrin were
worked from Cowlow Nick but were too thin to be exploited
in the Speedwell Mine. There is a short pipe working close to
the foot of Cowlow Nick. Shack Hole Vein extends SW up the
steep slope of Longcliff going close to the Winnats Pass to meet
Faucet Rake about 100 m west of Rowter Hole (SK 134 823)
where a shaft 69 m deep went into open caverns (Gill and Beck,
1991; Ford, 2008).
Faucet Rake (= Foreside Rake) (Mawe, 1802; Farey, 1811;
Marsden et al. 1991; Ford, 2008) was intersected by the canal at
the Bottomless Pit Cavern which is the end of the tourist route in
Speedwell Mine. The Rake is here about 1.5 m wide and mostly
calcite. The only evidence of mining is a high level passage
going to the west and ending in a choke of calcite boulders,
possibly marking the bottom of workings from the surface. The
Rake was worked in the Bee Low Limestones down from the
surface and probably reached the Woo Dale Limestones. Waste
hillocks are mainly calcite.

New Rake was reached beyond the Bottomless Pit where the Far
Canal swung to the southwest and met the stream caverns near
the Whirlpool. The limestones containing the stream cave system
shows a gentle easterly dip of around 5°. New Rake can be seen
at several points in the extensive stream cave system, together
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Fig. 12: Sketch Map of the Mineral Veins South and West of Castleton.
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Fig. 13: A late 18th Century Plan and Section of Hourdlo Steel Pipe.
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Top Left: Odin Mine open cut and adjacent cave.
(Photo: Trevor D. Ford © Copyright, all Rights Reserved)
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Top Right: The elaterite deposits at Windy Knoll.
(Photo: Trevor D. Ford © Copyright, all Rights Reserved)
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Below: Blue John vein in Treak Cliff.
(Photo: Trevor D. Ford © Copyright, all Rights Reserved)
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Blue John pocket with
calcite, Treak Cliff. (Photo:
Trevor D. Ford © Copyright,
all Rights Reserved)
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Blue John vein and pocket,
Treak Cliff. (Photo: Trevor
D. Ford © Copyright, all
Rights Reserved)

Banded calcite and baryte,
Dirtlow
Rake.
(Photo:
Trevor D. Ford © Copyright,
all Rights Reserved)
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Top Left: Old opencuts in Dirtlow Rake. (Photo: Trevor D. Ford © Copyright, all Rights Reserved)
Top Right: Banded baryte and galena, Dirtlow Rake. (Photo: Trevor D. Ford © Copyright, all Rights Reserved)
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Below: Ashton’s Engine House, Pindale. (Photo: Trevor D. Ford © Copyright, all Rights Reserved)
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Above: Fluorite and calcite vein in
Peakshole Sough. (Photo: Trevor D. Ford
© Copyright, all Rights Reserved)
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Centre: Calcite and sphalerite from Russet
Well. (Photo: Trevor D. Ford © Copyright,
all Rights Reserved)

Below: Workings and waste, Pindale Side.
(Photo: Trevor D. Ford © Copyright, all
Rights Reserved)
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Rangling Rake, near Hazard Mine.
(Photo: Trevor D. Ford © Copyright,
all Rights Reserved)
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Veins on Linicar, west of Castleton.
(Photo: Derek Riley © Copyright, all
Rights Reserved)

Fluorite flat in Smalldale Pipe,
Bradwell. (Photo: Trevor D. Ford ©
Copyright, all Rights Reserved)
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Left: Wardlow Sough, Cressbrook Dale. (Photo:
Paul Deakin FRPS © Copyright, all Rights
Reserved)
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Lower Left: Stope in Rake Head Mine, Moss
Rake. (Photo: Paul Deakin FRPS © Copyright, all
Rights Reserved)
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Lower Right: Timbered stope in Rake Head Mine.
(Photo: Paul Deakin FRPS © Copyright, all Rights
Reserved)
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Above Left: Stone arching in Rake Head Mine. (Photo: Paul Deakin FRPS © Copyright, all Rights Reserved)
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Above Right: Vein in Rake Head Mine. (Photo: Paul Deakin FRPS © Copyright, all Rights Reserved)
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Below: Raddlepits Mine, Moss Rake. (Photo: Paul Deakin FRPS © Copyright, all Rights Reserved)
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Above Left: Raddlepits Mine. (Photo: Paul Deakin FRPS © Copyright, all Rights Reserved)
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Above Right: Stone staircase in Raddlepits Mine. (Photo: Paul Deakin FRPS © Copyright, all Rights Reserved)
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Below Left: Modern stope in Milldam Mine, Great Hucklow. (Photo: Paul Deakin FRPS © Copyright, all Rights Reserved)
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Below Right: Inclined vein on Longstone Edge. (Photo: Paul Deakin FRPS © Copyright, all Rights Reserved)
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Fig. 14: Sketch Map of Vein Cavities in the Castleton area.
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Fig. 15: Section of James Hall’s Over Engine Mine (after Nixon et al., 1995).
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with the closely parallel Horsepit Rake (= Houpit Rake) just to
the south (Rieuwerts, 2007). Shafts were sunk from the surface
in the Bee Low Limestones and probably reached the Woo Dale
Limestones below. In the stream caverns both veins are rarely
more than a metre wide, with poor ore content and dominated
by calcite gangue with a little baryte and fluorspar. Both rakes
are marked by waste heaps on the hilltop ranging from Cavedale
westwards towards Eldon Hill. New Rake crosses an outlier of
Monsal Dale Limestones on Hurdlow but most of its outcrop is
within the Bee Low Limestones. Old waste hillocks mark New
Rake’s course from south of Rowter Farm towards the Linicar
area (Heathcote, 2001a, 2007b). Several of the mines on Faucet
and New Rakes pass through thin toadstones but they are more
likely to be clay-wayboards than the Cavedale Lava. New Rake
crosses the narrow part of Cavedale as about 60 cm of calcite,
known as Weather Rake. This is also seen in Roger Rain’s House
in Peak Cavern beneath.

Hole Series and may represent another part of Nether Pipe. The
1779 plan shows all three pipes as curiously at about the same
depth of 87 fathoms. And how did the miners know there were
pipe veins present before the canals reached the stream caves?

m

Horsepit Rake diverges from New Rake with a WSW course and
continues into a group of veins in the Linicar area well marked
by lines of shaft hollows; they include Henry Barber Scrin and
Linicar Rake (Heathcote, 2001a). Heath Bush Mine and Thorn
Bush Grove were towards the east end of Linicar Rake. Part of
New Rake was sometimes known as Wet Rake. Several other
scrins branch off. Dextral wrench movement is indicated by the
vein pattern (Quirk, 1986). Hank Hall Mine (SK 127 817) was
on Horsepit Rake on the crest of the moor. Two Rakes Head
Mine (= Hit and Miss Grove) (SK 126 815) was on a parallel
E-W vein about 100 m to the southwest. The less well-defined
Slack Hole (= Slack Grove) Vein had a trend westwards from
the top of Cavedale across Slack Hollow (SK 136 815) to just
south of Two Rakes Mine. As the gangue in all these veins was
mainly calcite there has been little attempt at re-working. The
Linicar veins continue westwards into Peak Forest Liberty.
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Peak Cavern Gorge is crossed by two E-W scrins. Each is only
about 30 cm wide cutting the fore-reef limestones. Narrow
opencuts go up the east wall. Both veins were worked to the
west from Peakshole Sough and the associated Wall Shaft at
the foot of the fore-reef limestones of Cowlow. A short pipe
was worked SE off the stopes above the adit (Penney, 1985;
Quirk, 1985). If projected westwards the scrins would meet the
Speedwell vent agglomerate. Peakshole Sough is about 200 m
long and there is little discharge today but Slop Moll is a spring
rising just outside, with the same water-level as Russet Well.
The two resurgences are obviously connected beneath the gorge
and are the outlets for the Speedwell Cavern drainage system
and are thus fed from the Rushup Edge swallets and Coalpithole
Mine. [Fig 16]
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James Hall Over Engine Mine (= JH Mine) (SK 136 820) was
working around 1755. It had a shaft 45 m deep just west of
the wall across New Rake. The shaft passed through a thin
toadstone, possibly the Cavedale Lava. A level driven to the east
in Eyre’s Grove led to an irregular cavern, Bitch Pitch (40 m),
with a thin toadstone (or wayboard) partway down; the pitch
ends in the Workshop Cavern, used by the miners for preliminary
processing and developed along another wayboard. Below it is
the large, irregular vein cavity now known as Leviathan, c.75 m
deep. At the bottom of this the miners found their way into the
Speedwell’s stream cave system before the canal tunnels were
driven (Nixon and Warriner, 1997; Ford, 2008). On the surface
to the west of JH Mine there are two large sinkholes on Horsepit
Rake, thought to mark collapsed vein cavities. [Fig 15]

co

Pilkington’s Cavern was entered by a shaft (now blocked) sunk
on Faucet Rake at about SK 139 824, as described by Pilkington
(1789). The cavern provided a route down to the Speedwell’s
stream caves before the canal tunnels reached them; Pilkington’s
Cavern was climbed in 1982 partly in a series of scrins reaching
as far as a short series of pipe workings in Watricle Cavern at
the foot of the original shaft, estimated at about 50 m deep
(Shaw, 1983; Ford, 2008).
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Longcliffe Levy was an early 18th century adit driven southwards
from near the foot of the fore-reef limestones of Cowlow Nick
to provide easy access to Longcliff Vein. What is thought to
be its adit mouth is now marked by a collapse and large waste
hillock: the adit would have reached Longcliffe Vein some 50
m to the south but details are unknown. It has been suggested
that it may have been intended to reach Hourdlow Style Mine in
New Rake, but no other evidence of this has been found. Though
it was recorded as “driving in the clay” (possibly the margins
of the Speedwell Vent agglomerate?) details remain unknown.
Driven earlier than the Speedwell canals it could have reached
the eastern workings in Longcliffe Vein well above the canal
tunnel where the workings are walled up and inaccessible. [Fig
12]

D

Hourdlo Steel Mine (= Hurdlow Stile) is thought to be on New
Rake near Hurdlow Barn just within the New Rake enclosure
but it has not been definitely located (Ford, 2008). Three shafts
shown on a late 18th century plan went down to a natural cave
passage and a swallow which may be related to one of the inlets
to the White River Series of Peak Cavern though no connection
has been proved. [Fig 13]
The short Over Hurdlow Vein (SK 137 819) had an isolated shaft
in the triangular field south of New Rake. [Fig 14]
Nether Pipe is marked as three short lengths of NW-SE veins
on Oakden’s plan of 1779. The Speedwell canal tunnels were
expected to reach these pipes but their identity cannot be
confirmed today. Small pipe veins lined with galena, baryte and
calcite occur in Whirlpool Passage but whether they represent
part of Nether Pipe is uncertain. Pipe-like workings in a breccia
of calcite and baryte close to New Rake occur in the Near Bung
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Russet Well (SK 148 827) is in fore-reef limestones at the eastern
mouth of the gorge: it is an irregular pipe which has been dived
to a depth of 25 m where the water enters from an impassable
bedding slot (Ford, 2008). Samples from the pipe are mostly
calcite with some sphalerite. As noted above, Russet Well is the
main discharge point for the Castleton drainage system.

Dirtlow Rake is the largest mineral vein in the Castleton area.
Its surface remains have been described by Chatburn (1962),
Heathcote (2001b), and by Barnatt (2004b); a short guide is in
Ford and Rieuwerts (2000). A detailed history of mining was
compiled by Barnatt (2002). Dirtlow Rake is on a bearing of
060o (approximately WSW-ENE) in contrast to the E-W trend
of most veins in the Castleton area. It can be followed by a series
of opencuts and waste hillocks for some 3 km from Pindale in
the east to Cavedale Head (= Dirtlow Head) where it splits into
several veins heading west or southwest. Part of the Rake has
been “restored” near the top of Pindale where ancient opencuts
with pick-marks etc survive. Riders of limestone which split the
rake were common. Occasional horizontal slickensides indicate
wrench faulting, but with no great displacement: a vertical
downthrow of about 25-30 m to the south was determined by
Jeffrey (1997). Along the NW side of Pindale, Dirtlow Rake
splits into three veins, Kytle End, Pindale End (= Lawyers)
and Fire Scrins, which can be followed along shallow opencuts
containing bands of blue and yellow fluorspar and the caulk
variety of baryte. An opencut was worked just north of the
road for fluorspar in the 1950s until it breached underlying
stopes; it is now back-filled and used for car parking. [Fig 17]
Siggate Head Mine (SK 156 8227) was on Kytle End Vein on
the western edge of Pindale, immediately south of the road and
there are open stopes down the hillside. Clog Buckle and Luckat-last Mines were also on Kytle End Vein where it passed into
reef limestones dipping at some 20° NE. Siggate Head Mine
went through back-reef limestones with 23 m of tuff (probably
equivalent to the Cavedale Lava or possibly to the slightly higher
tuff seen in the Roger Cliff in Cavedale). The occurrence of ore
in the toadstone was known to early geologists such as Mawe
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Fig. 16: Sketch Plan of Peakshole Sough and Related Features (from a survey by D. Penney and D. Jackson modified by D.G. Quirk).
(1802) and Farey (1811): indeed Mawe noted that the toadstone
was only present on one side of the vein, due to displacement
by a fault. The tuff (locally known as “Channel” or “Catdirt”)
was also penetrated in Nether Dirtlow Mine to the west (SK 154
821). The latter’s shaft was more than 100 m deep and workings
are thought to have gone well into the Bee Low Limestones.
Chatsworth Mine was some 300 m further west at SK 152 820.
How (Howe) Grove Mine (SK 148 817) was still further west
and a complex of crushing circle, buddles, belland yard and
coes has been excavated recently (Barnatt, 2002).
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Mines on the southeast side of Pindale and the slopes beyond
were in Hope Liberty.
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Ashton’s Mine (= Pindale Mine) (SK 162 825) has a restored
engine house where a hollow marks the site of the shaft sunk
100m through shales to meet tuff; a level was driven SW into
the Bee Low Limestones below Pindale floor. Assuming that
this tuff was part of the mound beneath the cement works
quarry, the fact that shales rest on the tuff indicates the absence
of most of the Monsal Dale Limestones here because of preNamurian erosion. Lead ore was found in the toadstone. Pindale
Sough was driven generally southwards through shales from the
riverside a kilometre to the north: and is thought to continue
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Red Seats Vein lay along the foot of the fore-reef slope between
Pindale and Castleton and was mined for both lead and zinc ores,
including calamine raised for brass manufacture at Red Seats
Mine (SK 157 826) (also known as Calumy Mine (Heathcote
2001b)). A barn on Red Seats Vein is thought to be the remains
of the calamine works. If projected westwards, the Red Seats
vein would pass beneath the houses on Bargate, Castleton, and
across the foot of Cavedale: it may also be represented by one
of the veins in Peak Cavern Gorge. [Fig 18]

Pindale End Mine (SK 159 825) was on the floor of Pindale
whilst Pindale Old Engine Mine (SK 159 823) was a little
further up the dale. There was a gangue of fluorspar and baryte,
and calamine was also produced here. Much calcite gangue
marks the old workings here. Pindale End vein cut the gentlydipping back-reef limestones.
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Fig. 17: Plan and Section of Dirtlow Rake (modified after Stephens 1942).
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as a series of “groves” – from east to west Eyre’s, Smith’s,
Royse’s, Needham’s, Kirk’s, Clark’s, Hall’s, How, Bullock and
Bennett Groves. Eidson’s opencut was in the western end of
How Grove.
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along the sole of the workings for about 500 m to the southwest
passing through the toadstone into the limestones beneath
(Rieuwerts, 2007). [Fig 19] A cartgate was driven southwest at
nearly 100 m depth, i.e. well below the sough, as good ore was
found just below the toadstone. The Pindale sector of Dirtlow
Rake is a fault with a downthrow to the south of at least 10
m, but horizontal slickensides indicate that this is an effect
of dextral wrench movement in the steeply dipping marginal
reef beds, which are present in the adjacent Pindale Quarry.
Workings below the tuff were in the Bee Low Limestones. These
rise westwards and around Cavedale Head the Rake is in these
limestones or in the underlying Woo Dale Limestones. One part
of the opencuts shows that the vein split and rejoined, and there
is quartz-rock with scattered blue fluorite in the south wall. A
branch on the northwest side was Hentley’s Vein. The sector of
Dirtlow Rake from Pindale to Hollandtwine Mine was worked

w

Fig. 18: Sketch Map of the Mineral Veins around Pindale.

The Geological Survey 1:50000 map sheet 99 has a section
indicating Dirtlow Rake with a southward slope of around 450
but this is not evident in the opencuts, and the open-pit found the
rake to be nearly vertical.
Dirtlow Rake varies up to 10 metres wide, but is more usually
about 3 m. There are several limestone riders between two veins
visible in the open-cuts. The south wall has the Pindale quartz
rock (with inclusions of blue fluorite) exposed in Royse’s Grove.
The gangue varies in content along the rake: on Pindale side it is
mainly calcite; near Siggate Head Mine it was mostly fluorspar;
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Fig. 19: Diagrammatic Profile along Pindale Sough and Mines (after Rieuwerts, 2007).
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at Eidson’s opencut in the middle it is mainly baryte whilst near
the Dirtlow open-pit it had both fluorite and baryte. Fluorite was
mostly colourless but blue and yellow varieties were sometimes
present. The baryte was mostly the caulk variety but occasional
white or red bladed crystals have been found. The waste heaps
have blocks of banded calcite and baryte.

blocks surrounded by fluorspar and baryte in small pipes and
flats, the whole mass being floored by silicified limestone
analogous to the Pindale quartz rock. The silicified rock was
some 25 m lower beneath the southern dome. Both domes
had a roof of unaltered limestone with a narrow mineralized
“chimney” above the north dome. Beneath the pit floor a tuff
2 m thick was thought to be equivalent to the Upper Millers
Dale Lava. The collapse domes have been interpreted as being
formed by solution/shrinkage during early silicification, but the
details of this process are uncertain. The Rake itself was 0.5 to 1
m wide with baryte mostly of the caulk variety along the walls
and a late massive calcite fill. There were also curious tubular
pseudo-stalactitic masses of baryte. The rake appeared to be
a later feature because it cut through the adjacent “wing-like”
domes. White, yellow and blue varieties of fluorspar were present
and there was evidence of replacements around the margins of
the collapsed boulders. There were isolated pipe-like cavities
lined with fluorspar in the altered (silicified and recrystallized)
limestone beneath the main deposit. There are several minor
faults splaying out on a NW trend at about 300 from the rake
and with an inclination of around 500 NE. Mineralization of
the acute-angled zones between these and the nearly horizontal
bedding gave rise to “bow-tie” structures (Jeffery, 1997). The
isolated collapse structure was also characterized by local
infills of shale from the former Edale Shale cover. Small postmineralization vein cavities are preserved in the remaining wall
of the pit which has now been partly back-filled (Waltham,
2007). Dye tests showed that the drainage went to Peak Cavern
(where a diesel spillage re-appeared) as well as to Bradwell
resurgences.
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Dirtlow Rake splits into Rangling (= Wrangling), Wham and
Oxlow Rakes at its western end and they are marked by lines of
hillocks, some of which have been removed for re-processing
for both fluorspar and baryte. Rangling Rake was the northern
branch: it was worked from Packthread Mine (SK 138 812)
close to the old road and thence westwards across the fields in
an area known as The Wham. Wham Rake was worked along a
line of mines from Hazard Mine to Penny Mine (SK 131 810)
southeast of the Portaway open-pit. Portaway Mine (SK 127
810) was to the west of the Portaway open pit, just across the
Peak Forest Liberty boundary.
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Both Hollandtwine and Hazard Mines had shafts about 100 m
deep but workings were carried down to depths approaching
220 m (Rieuwerts, 2007), within the Bee Low Limestones but
probably reaching the Woo Dale Limestones. Hazard Mine
went through the Lower Lava at about 23 m on its south side,
indicating a downthrow of at least 10 m. The Upper Lava
outcropped to the west on the south side of Oxlow Rake; both
lavas were thin and caused little difficulty in mining. Barnatt
(2002) suggested that neither correlated with the Cavedale Lava.
At depths exceeding 200m the lowest levels were probably in
the Woo Dale Limestones. Waste heaps (now largely removed)
hint that the calcite content increased with depth. An open pit
at Hollandtwine Mine was worked for fluorspar and baryte in
the late 20th century but has now been back-filled and the main
shaft has been obliterated. A “Great Swallow” or “Twine Water
Course” at the bottom of Hollandtwine Mine was thought to
drain to Peak Cavern’s Ink Sump inlet. However, dye-tests have
shown that water goes from the Dirtlow open-pit to both Ink
Sump and to the Bradwell resurgences, so the situation is more
complicated.

m

Hollandtwine (SK 140 812) and Hazard (SK 137 812) Mines
were the two deep mines where Dirtlow Rake split westwards.
Dirtlow Stone Mine was a little to the east, close to the Dirtlow
Opencast Pit. Hazard Mine was on two semi-parallel veins
diverging westwards – Rangling (= Wrangling) and Wham
Rakes, both of which have been hillocked for spar in the late
20th century. Hazard Mine worked both veins and its production
was much more than Hollandtwine’s (Barnatt, 2002). Some
5000 tons of lead ore have been recorded from Hazard Mine,
a large proportion of the ore raised in Castleton Liberty. The
pattern of the few branch scrins suggests dextral strike-slip
movement, in accord with that recognized at the foot of Pindale.
Some baryte was the fine-grained caulk variety with occasional
bladed white, pink or red crystals. The variable character of
the gangue indicates that mineral deposition was intermittent
and apparently alternated with several phases of movement as
indicated by slickensides surfaces cutting through the fill.
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The moor to the south of Hollandtwine Mine is capped by peat
resting on chert gravel as the insoluble residue from the Monsal
Dale Limestones..
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Daisy Rake and Bradshaw Rake split off Dirtlow Rake just south
of Hollandtwine Mine and continued southwest as Oxlow Rake.
Daisy Rake was worked from Old Moor Mine (SK 133 807).
Wet Rake was an easterly branch off Dirtlow Rake which
extended SE across part of the outcrop of the quartz rock before
being lost in the cement works quarry. It appears to have linked
with Far Cotes Vein in Bradwell Liberty, also mostly quarried
away.

The Portaway (Portway) open pit (SK 128 812) was worked
for “spar” at the western end of Rangling Rake in the late 20th
century. The pit is in Bee Low Limestones partly replaced by
quartz rock (Ford, 1967). “Spar” here included both fluorspar
and baryte often in loose lumps known as “Gravel Ore”, hence
the misleading name “Gravel Pits” on some older O.S. maps.
The waste heaps contain much quartz rock and limestone partly
replaced along joints by fine-grained quartz (= rottenstone)
and there are occasional crystal groups of goethite replacing
marcasite (Ford, 1967). There is up to a metre of loessic subsoil
in the overburden.
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Peak Forest Liberty
Most of the veins worked in Castleton Liberty continue westwards
into Peak Forest Liberty and a few such as Coalpithole Rake
extend into Chapel-en-le-Frith Liberty. A detailed history has
been compiled by Chris Heathcote (2001a, 2002, 2007a) and by
Rieuwerts (2007).

Another Wet Rake split from Dirtlow Rake across the top of
Cavedale towards the Titan Cave on Hurdlow; Wet Rake is also
a name applied to the western extent of New Rake.

Foreside (= Faucet) Rake (also known as Horsestones Rake)
was worked across the fields south of Oxlow Farm where the
miners found a series of natural caverns now known as Oxlow
Caverns (SK 124 822) (once called “Rickety” or “Rackety”
Mine or simply as “The Opens”). [Figs 20 and 21] Maskhill
Mine (SK 122 821) entered the same vein cavity system about
200 m to the west. With a total depth of 145 m Foreside Rake
was worked from the large vein cavities, with some ore-dressing
done in the West Chamber. Most of the Rake was within the
Bee Low Limestones though Oxlow Caverns are deep enough
to have gone into the Woo Dale Limestones. No toadstones
were penetrated. The gangue is mostly calcite. Drainage goes to
both Main and Whirlpool Risings in Speedwell Cavern though

Several other scrins branch off Dirtlow Rake, some containing
blue fluorspar, but most are too narrow to work, being less than
0.5 m wide.
The Dirtlow Open-pit (SK 143 813) was in two complex domeshaped fluorspar deposits worked on either side of Dirtlow
Rake from 1984 to c. 2003 (Butcher and Hedges, 1987; Ixer
and Vaughan, 1993: Jeffrey 1997). It was roughly on the
boundary of Bullock and Bennett Groves. The domes were
unique “palaeokarstic” deposits within the lower Monsal Dale
Limestones, consisting of a coarse breccia of collapsed limestone
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Fig. 20: Sketch Map of the Geology and Mineral Veins of the Peak Forest area.
road, Rush Mine (SK 118 814) was worked to a depth of 110
fathoms (c.203 m) where it would have passed through the Bee
Low Limestones into the Woo Dale Limestones beneath. No
toadstones or wayboards were recorded. The lowest workings
would have been below the water table requiring pumping up
18 m to the altitude of the water course in Jackpot with drainage
going to Speedwell Cavern’s Main Rising. Old records suggest
a swallow in the vein at this position but no details are known.
Some fluorspar and baryte has been recovered from the waste
heaps close to the road, but most of the gangue was calcite.
Birch Hall Mines (SK 125 815) lay just east of Windle and
Rush Mines, with Two Rakes Head Mines (SK 126 815) on
a group of E-W scrins just over the Liberty boundary to the
east.
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Oxlow’s final pool is some 20 m higher. A low cave passage
along the bedding provides a connection to Giants Hole. The
short New Maskhill Vein split off to the northeast. Still further
west Foreside Rake was worked across Snelslow Hill and
eventually intersected the shale/limestone boundary near Jack
Pot (= P8 cave) (SK 108 818). Just a few metres to the north the
rake was worked under the shales. Speedwell Vein was a short
scrin just south of the cave entrance. Nettle Pot (SK 126 819)
is a natural pothole system on a NW-SE minor fault in the field
south of Oxlow Caverns. Nettle Pot passed through 1.5 m of
toadstone at The Flats at about 60 m depth, too deep to be the
Cavedale Lava and probably a local way-board in the Bee Low
Limestones.
Cockshead Mine (SK 107 683) lay on an E-W vein east of
Perryfoot. Now inaccessible, it was 50 m deep and went into
natural caverns in the Bee Low Limestones (Chandler, 2007).

Eldon Vein crossed the quarry on an E-W trend and passed just
north of the summit of Eldon Hill with the WSW-ENE Burning
Drake Vein further to the south: Burning Drake Mine was at SK
120 811. The latter extended ENE into Daily Bread Vein (SK
121 812) close to two deep sinkholes which may mark collapsed
vein cavities: dye tests have demonstrated that drainage goes
to Speedwell Cavern (Gunn, 1991). Eldon Bent Vein was just
to the south of Burning Drake Vein (there is some confusion
as to which is Eldon Bent Vein, and an Eldon Grain Vein is
somewhere nearby).

Slitherstones Mines (c.SK 125 815) included a group of veins
including Marsh Loggin, Two Rakes, Birch Hall, Windle-andRush and Eldon End Veins (Heathcote, 2007a; Rieuwerts,
2007). Lower Slitherstones Mines lay west of the old road and
have mostly been removed by the quarry, here in the Bee Low
Limestones. Upper Slitherstones included Windle-and-Rush
Mines (= Slithergate) east of the old road, on an extension from
the vein complex on Linicar (= Linacre). Just east of the old
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Fig. 21: Section and plan of Oxlow Caverns and Maskhill Mine (after an Eldon Pothole Club survey).
Eldon Hole (SK 117 809) is a natural pothole on an unmineralized NW-SE fracture north of White Rake. Its large
inner cavern is on a parallel fracture a few metres to the east.

Portaway (Portway) Vein continued west from Rangling Rake
and parts were variously known as Watts, Joules or White Rake.
Watts Grove Mine (SK 123 807), Joule Grove (= Jowles or Jowl’s
Grove) (SK 124 808), White Rake and Hurdlow End Mines (SK
110 808) were all worked in the Bee Low Limestones. Watts and
Joule Grove shafts are about 60 m deep, and the hillocks have
much calcite gangue. Several short scrins were tried just north
of Portaway Mine. West of Hurdlow End the vein splits in to
Coalpithole and Gautries Rakes. Dextral wrench displacement
was deduced by Quirk (1993). Across the southern flank of Eldon
Hill White Rake and Sun Smiler Vein split off to the west.

Coalpithole Rake is effectively a continuation of White Rake
worked across Perry Dale and for nearly 2 km to the WNW
(Salmon, 1963; Crabtree, 1967; Williams, 2003; Heathcote,
2007a). Northwest of the road it was one of the few mines in
Chapel-en-le-Frith Liberty where it was worked beneath the
shale cover. Hark Forward Mine (SK 107 809) was just east
of the Perry Dale road. No. 1 Shaft (SK 104 809) was near the
cottage on the western slope of the Dale and the “lost Swallow”
was about 90 m to the west, with drainage going to the Main
Rising in Speedwell Cavern and thence to Russet Well. On
either side of Perrydale, Coalpithole Rake was hosted in back-

D

A New Rake was registered as producing ochre in 1896 in Peak
Forest Liberty: no details are known but it may have been just
west of the Portaway Pit.
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Monks Dale; SK 132 752) about 1.5 km south of Peak Forest,
just within Wheston Liberty.
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Blackfriars Bridge Vein (also known as Harkaway Vein and
Black Hole) (SK 079 787) was an isolated vein across the old
Peak Forest tramway cutting NE of Doveholes village. It was
mostly calcite hosted in the Monsal Dale Limestones.

w

w

Oxlow Rake was a major vein which branched out of the western
end of Dirtlow Rake near Hollandtwine Mine into Peak Forest
Liberty. It had a southwesterly range across the Old Moor and its
mines were sometimes collectively known as the Old Moor Mines
(SK 135 808). The gangue was calcite with some baryte. Oxlow
Rake split into Daisy Rake and Bradshaw Vein which merged
some 400 m to the southwest: the two branches were up to 100
m apart. Clear-the-Way Mine (SK 129 803) was just west of the
merger but difficulties with toadstones in the walls meant that
ore production was limited. Oxlow Head Mine (SK 132 807) (not
to be confused with Oxlow Caverns) was close to the outcrop
of the Upper Millers Dale Lava. Dextral wrench faulting was
deduced by Quirk (1993), with displacement of the lava outcrops
indicating a downthrow of some 30 m to the south along Old
Moor but a downthrow to the north further west. At the surface
most of Oxlow Rake was along the faulted contact of the lowest
Monsal Dale Limestones and the Bee Low Limestones: both
Upper and Lower Lavas were displaced by the fault and most of
the mines between Hollandtwine and Cop Round would have had
the toadstones in the cheeks at various depths. Royal Oak Mine
(SK 131 794) and Hills Venture Mine (SK 127 794) were further
west on Oxlow Rake, overlooking Peak Forest village.
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reef and reef facies limestones but west of Perryfoot it was
followed beneath the shales, presumably in concealed fore- and
off-reef limestones. The Rake was worked from ten shafts with
the most westerly workings finally reaching a depth of 113
fathoms (c. 206 m) (Heathcote, 2007a). Water was pumped up
to the Swallow Gate at 40 fathoms depth. At the NW end the
limestone dipped steeply beneath the shale cover and the vein
was eventually lost. Coalpithole Rake was generally around
3 m wide and the gangue was mostly calcite. On the surface
at Perryfoot there were abortive attempts to divert streams
through culverts into nearby cave swallows but the water still
reached the mine workings. The drainage was turned into the
now-inaccessible swallow near the eastern end of the 40 fathom
level, some 90 m west of No. 1 shaft. After leaving Coalpithole
Mine the drainage system also gathers water from the Rushup
Valley swallets and from mines on and around Eldon Hill en
route to Russet Well. [Fig 22]
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Fig. 22: Workings along Coalpithole Vein (from Heathcote, 2007a).

Perry, Ingolsby, Townend and Upper Groves were mines at
unknown locations west of Perryfoot, all probably sunk through
shales.
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Perry Pitts Sough was driven in the shales east of Perryfoot
in an abortive attempt to locate a westerly continuation of
Foreside Rake. Close to this projection of the Rake was The
Lum, apparently the miners’ name for Jackpot (= P8) swallet
cave. The rake was not found there and there is only limited
evidence of mine workings in the cave.

nl

Gautries Rake branched westwards off Watts Grove, and crossed
Perry Dale semi-parallel to Coalpithole Rake; it continued
across Gautries Hill some 200-300 m to the south, with sectors
known as Fairtrial, Vergin and Fortunate (Heathcote 2007a).
The gangue included both baryte and calcite.
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Cop Rake (Wardlow Copp in some old records) met Oxlow Rake
just below Cop Round. Cop Rake had a curved course, generally
east-west, branching out of Moss Rake about 1 km to the east.
Starvehouse (= New York) Mine (SK 128 802) was about 150
m east of the Cop Round junction. Cop Mine (SK 132 800) was
about 400 m further the east. Starvehouse and Cop Mines were
in the Monsal Dale Limestones above the lavas: both have much
baryte on the waste heaps, with a little fluorspar. Oxlow Chuns
(= Wood Grove) (SK 125 799) was on Oxlow Rake down the
slope from Cop Round. Oxlow Rake terminated where it met
the Peak Forest Sill. The eastern part of Cop Rake was within
the Monsal Dale Limestones, but down slope to the west it was
in the Bee Low Limestones below the lavas.
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Further to the southwest near Sparrowpit, Barmoor Clough and
Bee Low there were several scrins, including Fearney Slack
Vein, Loads Quarry and Barmoor Great Veins. Faults intersected
in the limestone quarries round Bee Low and Doveholes have
some mineralization in the Bee Low Limestones but there seems
to have been only limited attempts at exploitation. Near Peak
Forest village veins at SK 095 788, 104 792 and 114 787 would
have met the Peak Forest Sill at no great depth.
The area around Peak Forest village is mostly underlain by a
thick dolerite sill emplaced in an inlier of Woo Dale Limestones.
Though the sill is cut by some faults there seems to have been
little mineralization. Water held on the surface by the impervious
dolerite may have discouraged investigations. Pleasant Valley
Spar Mine (SK 122 770) was on one of two short NW-SE veins
worked for calcite where they crossed Hay Dale (= Upper

A mining register of 1896 compiled by David Williams listed
New York Mine as producing lead ore and baryte; Hit or Miss
Mine was producing lead ore, Royal Rose Mine was producing
lead ore and baryte; Salad Hole Mine and Windy Mine were
producing lead ore and calc-spar: the locations of some of these
mines are not known.
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Fairfield and Wormhill Liberties
These “Out-Liberties” are so-called as they are distant from
the main mining field and their mineral veins are few and far
between. The area is much quarried. The Liberties cover an area
south of Peak Forest Liberty and northeast of Buxton Liberty:
the latter is mostly beneath the town and south of the River
Wye (Heathcote, 2009). The Fairfield area is mostly in the
Monsal Dale Limestones capped by Eyam Limestones on the
western margin (Harrison, 1981). To the north of Doveholes the
latter are cut out by the unconformity at the base of the Edale
Shales. Beneath these are confused outcrops of Millers Dale
Lavas with small areas of Bee Low Limestones in the core of a
much-faulted NNW-SSE anticline. Most of the faults may bear
mineralization but have not usually been recognized as veins.
However, there are a few short E-W veins between Fairfield
and Doveholes, mostly in the Monsal Dale Limestones: some
cut across the outcrop of the Lower Millers Dale Lava, which
seems to have merged with the Upper Lava hereabouts. The
Waterswallows Sill was intruded in the middle of this area. The
Fairfield veins include Barms Rake (SK 072 748) by the farm
north of the Fairfield golf course. Tom Thorn Vein (SK 070 756)
and the NE-SW Godsridge Vein (SK 071 757) are within the
Eyam Limestones. Railway Vein (SK 075 764) was on a fault
with a downthrow to the north just south of the long-disused
Victory Quarry: it was thought to extend beneath the shales to
the west where it was known as Black Edge Vein. There was
little ore production from these veins (Heathcote, 2009).

[Figs 23 and 24] The quarry is in the Monsal Dale Limestones,
both light and dark facies with scattered mud-mounds: several
boreholes investigated the quarry’s resources (Eden et al.1964)
and much has been quarried away since then. The veins of the
Bradwell area are mainly SW-NE rakes which cross the moor
west of the village and which extend beneath the shale cover
east of the dale. There are also several NW-SE pipes and a few
replacement deposits. The history of mining in the area has
been outlined by Evans (1912) with further details given by
Rieuwerts (2007).

m

The upper end of Pindale is marked by two short veins, Fire
Scrin and Pindale Side Scrin. With SW-NE trends both are
well-exposed on the upper bench of the old quarry; both veins
contain blue and yellow fluorspar and are close to the outcrop
of the Quartz Rock. Two short veins splitting off Dirtlow Rake
can be seen at the NE end of the old quarry cutting the steep
fore-reef slope opposite Black Rabbit cottage.
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Far Cotes Rake had a SW-NE trend across the centre of the
quarry: little remains of it now.
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Cronstat (Kronstedt) Sough was driven SW below Nunlow End
Mine (c. SK 125 823) for about 160 m through the shales before
reaching limestone; at least a further 120 m were driven into
limestones (Rieuwerts, 2007). The sough is said to have run into
toadstone in the flank of the volcanic vent beneath the quarry
floor. Nearby Elias Pedley’s Level went into tuff, presumably
part of the vent beneath the quarry, and was reputed to have
yielded lead ore in the “channel” (Walters and Ineson, 1981b).
A scrin some 30 m to the north has yielded baryte.
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Cotes Pasture Rake was further south, though again removed by
the quarry. With a WSW-ENE trend it merged with Gawtry Low
Vein further east: Masons Sough was driven SW for an unknown
distance into the fore-reef slope along Gawtry Low Vein.
Nunlow End Mine appears to be on this vein, though Nunlowend
Sough was on Long Rake just to the south. Closely parallel to
the south were North Side Breaks and Bennett’s Scrins, hosted
in the Monsal Dale Limestones, including the marginal reef
facies. These veins contained both fluorite and baryte gangue.
Most have been removed or obscured by the cement works and
quarry.
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Several E-W faults with northerly downthrows in the Bee Low
Limestones cross Tunstead Quarry in Great Rocks Dale; they
have patchy mineralization and appear to be continuations of
Jackson, Covill, Talbot and Ryder Veins east of the golf course
(Heathcote, 2009). In the quarry they were not thick enough
to have been considered as veins (Ineson and Dagger, 1985).
The southernmost of these faults continues for over 3 km; with
a downthrow to the north it cuts off the inlier of Woo Dale
Limestones north of the Wye Valley.

.p

Two swallets in Doveholes village take water draining from
the Millstone Grit country to the west: the water re-appears in
fissures in the Doveholes railway tunnel and is culverted out to
the Chapel-en-le-Frith end. Otherwise, surface drainage from
the quarries goes to the River Wye.
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Peep o’ day Vein (SK 088 773) crossed Doveholes Dale a short
distance south of the railway tunnel portal A vein said to contain
copper minerals was further to the southeast (c. SK 090 773)
(Heathcote, 2009).
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The Wormhill Liberty is east of Great Rocks Dale and has
very few veins, e.g. Nell I’ll Tickle Thee Vein (SK 122 736),
a short isolated WNW-ESE vein in Flagdale, west of Chee Tor
(Heathcote, 2009). It was on a fault downthrowing WSW in the
Chee Tor Limestones.
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Bradwell Liberty
The Bradwell Liberty extends from Pindale in the north to
near Hazlebadge, with the cement works and quarry occupying
much of the northern part. Almost all the mineral veins are
hosted in the Monsal Dale Limestones which have a general
easterly dip of 5-10°. The Millers Dale Lavas outcrop high on
the moor beyond the western limits of the Liberty, and their
extent beneath the mining area has been described by Walters
and Ineson (1981a, b). The Edale Shales rest unconformably
on Bee Low Limestones and the Pindale tuff from Nunlow to
Castleton, indicating pre-Namurian erosion of any reef facies
of the Monsal Dale Limestones deposited there. However,
the Monsal Dale and Eyam Limestones are present from
the cement works quarry southwards through Bradwell and
towards Hucklow. The large quarry has obliterated several
veins and mines shown on the Barmaster’s map of c.1910. In
recent years the quarry has intersected a long fissure with a
shale fill (sometimes referred to as a shale-filled cavern) which
shows evidence of later mineralization. Mining remains in the
area around the cement works itself have also been obliterated.

Long Rake is a WSW-ENE vein which lay close to the SE wall
of the quarry. Further west it split into Nether Long Rake and
Bird Rake. New Venture Mine (SK 154 810) lay on New Venture
Vein some 300 m north of Long Rake: it went to a depth of
67 m and the workings encountered natural caverns (Heathcote,
1997-8). New Venture West End (SK 147 809) lay to the west
with short opencuts. Long Rake Mine (SK 153 808) had a final
depth of 150 m and also met vein cavities (Gill and Beck, 1991).
Bird Mine (SK 157 812) was just to the south of Long Rake.
These mines all started in the Monsal Dale Limestones and are
deep enough to have gone into the Bee Low Limestones but
no toadstones were noted even though they were close to the
tuff mound beneath the quarry. The gangue included fluorspar,
baryte and calcite. Batham Pot (SK 152 808) (also known as
Pigeon Hole or Shack Pit) appears to be a natural collapse over
a vein cavity about 100 m to the west of Long Rake Mine. These
veins have a gangue of blue or yellow fluorspar and baryte
and some re-working of the hillocks has taken place. Mueller
(1954b) thought the varied colours were due to thermal control
but this is now regarded as unlikely.
Smalldale Pipes (c. SK 163 814) were a pair of pipe veins about
100 m apart trending northwest from Smalldale Head for about
1.5 km into the cement works quarry: the two parallel pipes
were each 30-50 m wide with ill-defined limits, largely in the
back-reef facies of the upper Monsal Dale Limestones (Butcher
and Hedges, 1987). [Fig 25] These were coarse crinoidal
limestones flanking a reef-belt immediately to the northeast
and individual pipes were developed at local unconformities
(potholed palaeokarstic surfaces) within the crinoidal
limestones, including thin tuff wayboards. Localized solution
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Fig. 23: Sketch map of the mineral veins around Bradwell and Hazlebadge.
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Fig. 24: Generalized stratigraphic section from Perryfoot to Bradwell Dale (modified after Stephens, 1942).
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Fig. 25: (A). Diagrammatic section of a hypothetical pipe vein and replacement deposit showing fracture and lithological
controls. Receptive (mineralized) beds are usually thick bioclastic limestones, with non-receptive thin dark limestones and thin
tuff beds interleaved (reproduced from Butcher and Hedges, 1987, with permission from N. Butcher and Maney Publishing.
WWW.maney.co.uk/journals/mnt).
Fig. 25: (B). Schematic cross-section of the Smalldale pipe vein deposits in the Upper Monsal Dale Limestones (from Butcher
and Hedges, 1987; permission as above).
Moorfurlong Pipe is aligned with the general trend of Smalldale
Pipe’s further to the southeast. Moorfurlong Mine (SK 168 812)
was 17 m deep and reached a series of natural caverns with
fluorspar and baryte linings in pipes trending both to NW and
SE (Beck and Worley, 1976). The higher northwest flats have
thin fluorspar layers along shale bands in the dark facies Monsal
Dale Limestones. Moorfurlong Sough is thought to discharge
into the brook near the village centre but no other evidence of its
course has been found (Rieuwerts, 2007). [Fig 26]
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where these horizons were crossed by near-vertical fissure veins
created vugs (also called pipes) which were lined with fluorspar
and baryte with scattered galena in “receptive beds”. Flats with
up to 50 cm of yellowish fluorspar extended sideways along
the bedding, sometimes with wayboards. Vugs often contained
large fluorspar crystals, up to 5 cm across, with white feathery
zones which may represent former colourless fluid inclusions.
After early lead mining the pipes were worked for fluorspar
and baryte along a series of open-pits in the late 20th century,
but most of the workings were later back-filled and “restored”.
Fluorspar varied from colourless semi-transparent to ambercoloured, whilst baryte was the caulk variety. The vein minerals
were also reclaimed from the quarry face where it cut the pipe.
A shaft (SK 166 815) leads into a short remaining part of the
pipe, though no details are known.

Moss Rake was a major vein system extending for some 5
km WSW from Bradwell village to Peak Forest. Much of it
consisted of two parallel veins, but in places it splits into a
group of parallel scrins separated by limestone riders, giving
mineral-bearing ground up to 100 m wide. At its eastern end
Southfield Vein was worked from near the brook in Bradwell
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known as Kittycross Mine (SK 151 802) and its shaft was 137
m deep with a short level and climb down into a cave in the top
of a weathered toadstone, possibly the Lower Millers Dale Lava
(Ford, 1951). A short system of climbing shafts and stopes lies
just to the east. [Fig 27]
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Moss Rake Head had several deep shafts further west. Rake
Head Mine (= Hugh Hill Grove) (SK 143 800) had shafts about
400 m apart and workings went through both lavas. [Fig 28]
Raddlepits Mine (SK 148 802) was some 300 m to the east;
both these mines lay west of where Batham Gate crossed the
vein. It was unusual in having spiral stone staircases between
levels. Raddlepits Mine was at least 100 m deep with stopes up
to 3 m wide with a natural cavern and much water; there was
said to be a pipe ranging north. Rake Head Mine also passed
through two toadstones, the upper being 4 m thick at 90 m, and
the lower 11m thick, probably the Upper and Lower Millers
Dale Lavas respectively (Walters and Ineson, 1981; Rieuwerts,
2007). According to a plan of Moss Rake Head dated 1754 a
branch vein followed on an irregular course to the northwest
under the “clay”, i.e. probably a pipe along a wayboard. Little
Rake had a WSW-ENE course about 80 m north of Rake Head:
an engine shaft was 72 fathoms (c.130 m) deep. Descent of
what was probably Raddlepits Mine in 1978 revealed that the
vein was from 1 to 3 m wide with variable inclination and
with fluorspar largely confined to the near surface section; an
adjacent shaft went into a cavern with a waterfall (N. Worley,
pers. comm.). Unusual stone staircases linked different levels.
Clayton’s Venture Mine (SK 137 797), Royal Oak Mine (SK 131
794) and Hills Venture Mine (SK 127 794) were on Moss Rake
high above Peak Forest: both started below the Lower Lava and
went through Bee Low Limestones probably as far as the Woo
Dale Limestones. Hills Venture has been open-pitted for calcite
in the late 20th century. Boggart Hole Mine (SK 125 792) was
on a short parallel vein to the south of Hills Venture. Cop Rake
branched off westwards near Rake Head Mine to meet Oxlow
Rake near Cop Round. Both Moss and Oxlow Rakes terminated
at the Peak Forest Sill.
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village where Moss Rake Sough discharges a small outflow. The
northern vein was worked from Cheetham’s Mine in the field to
the west of the road (= Co-op No.1 and No.2 shafts). Southfields
Mine (= Co-op No.3) (SK 169 809) was a little to the east of
Outlands Quarry with a large waste hillock. Heald and Butts
Soughs also provided drainage for the two veins though their
range is uncertain (Rieuwerts, 2007). Other soughs are thought
to occur beneath Bradwell but their extent is unknown. A Coop Level went under the sports field east of the brook but its
range is uncertain. Mule Spinner Mine (SK 171 808), now the
entrance to Bagshaw Cavern, was on Southfields South Vein.
The cavern has a general SW-NE trend with extensive passages
developed along the bedding of the dark facies of the Monsal
Dale Limestones (Ford, 1977; Gill and Beck, 1991). Though
most of the cavern only carries a stream in flood conditions,
inaccessible passages down dip to the east carry a permanent
stream which provides the main drainage for the Bradwell Dale
area with discharge at the Bradwell Resurgence (= Wellhead or
Wallhead) (SK 174 810) (also known as “The Lumb” or the
“Yeld”). Some calamine was obtained from Mulespinner Mine
and an adjacent Brass Venture Mine. Further up the hill Moss
Rake cuts the NE side wall of Outlands Head Quarry, where the
gangue is some 2 m of white calcite. Occasional slickensides
indicate wrench faulting, and there is a net downthrow to the
north. Outlands (= Outlane) Head) Mine (SK 166 808), now
concealed, was close to the roadside opposite the quarry with a
shaft 110 m deep to water. Outlands Head Cave extended from
the quarry towards the inner part of Bagshaw Cavern.
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Fig. 26: Plan and section of Moorfurlong Pipe, Bradwell (after Beck and Worley, 1976).
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Windy Mine (SK 163 806), some 350 m to the west, was also
recorded as 110 m to water. Bank Top Mine (SK 161 805)
was some 220 m further west, and recorded as 98 m deep.
Hartledale Bottom Mine (= Hallams Venture) (SK 159 805)
was 126 m deep and terminated in the Upper Millers Dale Lava.
The nearby Bennetts Grove Mine (SK 157 804) has largely
been obliterated in modern open pit workings west of the road,
and a short parallel vein to the south has been quarried away.
The Outlands section of Moss Rake was sometimes known as
Hartlemoor Rake. Windy Mine and Ripper Mine (SK 164 807)
were on the hilltop by the road: Windy Mine reached the Upper
Lava. To the west of the Castleton-Tideswell road Moss Rake
has been open-pitted for both fluorspar and calcite for nearly 1
km. Moss Rake was worked from Sykes Engine (= Silver Cross)
(SK 144 803), Halls Grove (SK 142 803), Upper Cross and
Lower (Nether) Cross Mines. Upper Cross was close to the site
of Eidson’s spar-washing plant, whilst Lower Cross was also

New Rake split off Moss Rake to the north from near Cross
Grove with an almost E-W course. It was worked from Brunt
Engine (= Marchington’s Venture) (SK 141 803) and Duddings
Mines (SK 143 803). Brunt Engine shaft was about 50 m deep
and reached a pipe ranging towards Raddlepits Mine. Both were
in the Monsal Dale Limestones and have been open-pitted for
fluorspar. Duddings Mine is also said to have reached a pipe.
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Wortley Mine (SK 177 813) was sunk through some 40 m of
shales east of Bradwell village before it reached limestone: an
eastward continuation of Moss Rake was thought to lie north of
the shaft but it was not found (Green 1887).

Hazlebadge Liberty
Hill Rake (= Earl, Ell or Hell Rake) was two closely parallel
veins for at least part of its length: its eastern end was worked
as Bocking Mine through the marginal reef facies of the Eyam
Limestones into the underlying Monsal Dale Limestones to
the north of Hazlebadge Hall. There are open stopes and waste
hillocks of white calcite high on the east side of Bradwell Dale.
It was drained by Pictor End Sough, and workings were taken
some 45 m below sough level. Its proximity to the shale cover
led to problems with fire-damp (methane). Nall Hole Mine (SK
169 802) was close to the north side of Hartle Dale (= Jennings
Dale) and was worked for both lead ore and calamine. Workings
in Hill Rake continued to the west of the dale up the hillside for
at least 2 km to Chance Mine on Hartle Moor where the rake
split into several scrins. Berrystall (= Berristal) and Chance
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Other mines on New Rake included Glory Hole and New Rake
Bottom (SK 144 803).

w

Fig. 27: Section and plan along Moss Rake, Bradwell (modified after Stephens, 1942).
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Hartle Dale Vein crossed that dale near the farm. Caves in
Bradwell Dale are roughly on the line of this vein but there is
little evidence of workings. Burtons Pingles Pipe (SK 172 805)
was worked for a short distance from the old Morton’s quarry,
but it is now flooded. Walker’s Grotto (SK 173 806) was a short
cave in a calcite vein in the east wall of the Dale.
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Fig. 28: Redrawn plan of Moss Rake Head Mine c. 1754. N.B. North is to the bottom.
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(Rieuwerts, 2007). At 66 m the shaft entered a large pipe working
(separate from and much deeper than the Pictor End Pipe noted
above). The adjacent Bennetts Mine (SK 174 801) also went to
the sough. Fluorspar was produced at Pictor End, particularly
in the area where the NW-SE pipes meet the WSW-ENE Hill
Rake. Beneath Pictor End a branch of the sough was turned
SW along Hill Rake as far as Dale Bottom Mine (= Well Shaft.
The Pictor End engine shaft was sunk another 45 m below the
sough, apparently without any great yield of ore. The sough was
continued southwards until it met Tanners Venture and Wrights
Veins, close together on an eastern projection of Shuttle Rake.
Both the latter have largely been obliterated by re-working the
hillocks.
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Mines were west of the road at about SK 158 800; Chance Mine
was about 110 m deep in the Monsal Dale Limestones. Although
most of the waste hillocks appear to be calcite, some fluorspar
was obtained from open-pits west of the Castleton-Tideswell
Road.

w

Fig. 29: Sketch map and section of Shuttle Rake (after Stephens, 1942).

Lambpart Mines (SK 153 799 – 159 804) were on a short vein
south of Hill Rake.

de
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Dale Bottom Mine (= Well Shaft) (SK 171 803) (Whitehouse,
1966; Rieuwerts, 2007) was on Hill Rake; it was 15 m deep,
close to the path up the west side of Bradwell Dale. Water
occasionally overflows in very wet weather and pours on to the
road.

Shuttle Rake was a major vein extending from near Hazlebadge
Hall westwards across Intake Dale for about 4 km. Where it
crosses Bradwell Dale it is partly in reef limestones but to the
west it was in Monsal Dale Limestones, and still further west
it went into the Bee Low Limestones. [Fig 29] West of the
Castleton-Tideswell road the rake splits into a complex series
of veins, including Berristal Rake, Lads Venture and Scrin
Rake, eventually merging with Hill Rake. Most of the complex
has been open-pitted, back-filled and “restored”. Shuttle Rake
Mine (SK 160 796) reached toadstone at c.100 m: the toadstone
was unusually thick at nearly 50 m (Green et al, 1887). Part
of Shuttle Rake has been open-pitted for fluorspar and the
remaining waste heaps contain much calcite, as well as baryte
and calamine: the latter was sometimes separated but there was
hardly enough to be profitable. The fluorspar content decreases
westwards. The highest parts of the rake are masked by a gravel
of residual chert. Horizontal slickensides indicate wrench-fault
movement and there is a net downthrow to the north of a few
metres. Scrin Rake was a continuation of Berristal Rake and was
worked from Windy Knoll Mine (SK 152 796) on Walker Grove.
A fault mapped as cutting off the southern outcrop of the Peak
Forest Sill is roughly aligned with Shuttle Rake.

oa

Intake Dale Mine (SK 164 797) was on a short WSW-ENE vein
across the upper part of Intake Dale, some 200 m south of Hill
Rake.
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A series of pipes were worked along a NW-SE trend from the
top of the east cliff of Bradwell Dale SE towards Pictor End at
the margin of the limestone outcrop east of Hazlebadge Hall (=
Hazelbadge or Haselbadge). Sectors of the pipe were known
as Pictor End Pipe (= Cow Hole) (SK 174 802), Noulton Mine
(SK 174 802) and Revell’s Pipe (SK 174 892) (Crabtree, 1964;
Gill and Beck, 1991). Most workings were shallow and cavelike, within the reefs and flanking crinoidal facies of the Eyam
Limestones. Palaeokarstic caves were lined with both fluorspar
and baryte and small flats lay along the bedding. Some openpitting has taken place and much of the pipe has been destroyed.
Some calamine was extracted. A few post-mineralization caves
were developed in the pipe and are partly filled with loessic
clay: a small deposit with late Pleistocene animal bones has also
been found.
Pictor End Mine (SK 175 800) was at the eastern end of Hill
Rake close to shale/limestone margin east of Hazlebadge
Hall. An engine shaft was sunk through Eyam and Monsal
Dale Limestones to a depth of about 60 m where it met Pictor
End Sough, driven southwards through shales from Bradwell

The Jeffrey Lane replacement deposit had much blue fluorspar
(Worley, 1978). It was worked in the 1970s in the Eyam
Limestones west of Jeffrey Lane close to Shuttle Rake. It
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comprised a network of WNW-ESE scrins in both coarse crinoidal
and thin dark Eyam Limestones with much replacement of the
thinner beds. Fine-grained quartz intergrown with the fluorspar
was probably derived from the many chert nodules. Hillocks
indicate several WSW-ENE scrins in adjacent fields. The 1970s
open pit was later back-filled.

from shafts sunk through the shales to reach limestone below
Durham (Hucklow) Edge. Another shaft and washing plant
are close to the Edge at SK 176 787. The nearby Netherwater
Swallet takes a stream which flows through Bagshaw Cavern to
re-appear at the Wellhead Resurgence in Bradwell.
Virgin Rake lay about 300 m south of Maiden Rake and
was worked for a short distance in Eyam and Monsal Dale
Limestones under the shales of Durham (Hucklow) Edge. Virgin
Mine (c. SK 171 786) (also known as Broomhills Mine) was
worked from shafts sunk through the shales east of the dale:
mid 20th century re-working produced a little fluorspar. These
mines went through the Eyam Limestones into the Monsal Dale
Limestones below. A layer of “sulphur” up to 4 inches thick
(probably pyrite?) was found in a toadstone here, presumably
a wayboard (Pilkington, 1789, p.174). A sough near Quarters
Farm may have drained Virgin Mine (Rieuwerts, 2007) but it
would have to have crossed Maiden Rake en route.

A scrin was worked in the Eyam Limestones in Hazlebadge
Cave (SK 171 802) high on the east side of the dale, opposite
Dale Bottom Mine. The workings penetrated a phreatic rift.
A short rake branches SW out of Shuttle Rake opposite
Hazlebadge Hall.
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May Sough Mine was sunk close to the shale-limestone boundary
south of Virgin Rake, with a sough draining the area to the
southeast (Rieuwerts, 1995). May Sough was driven SE from
near this mine some 250 m south of Netherwater and there are
several shafts sunk below Burr Tor (the landslip scar below the
Gliding Field) where they would have reached sough level still
in the shales at increasing depths. May Sough was extended to
the SE in an attempt to locate veins in the limestone beneath the
shales, grits and landslips of Bretton Clough where the miners’
logic implied that the limestone should not be too far below,
but the venture seems to have been unsuccessful (Rieuwerts,
1995, 2007). May Sough possibly reached Back o’th’Edge Mine
(SK 185 784) where a shaft was sunk into the shales below the
floor of Bretton Clough: though in Great Hucklow Liberty it
was close to the boundary of Grindlow Liberty and extension
eastwards was refused therein. The limestone would have been
more than 150 m deep and little ore was obtained. However,
Ritheing (= Writhing) Lake Level was a shallow pumpway in
the shales of Bretton Clough. Greenhead Sough (c.SK 171
785) was driven SE through the shales further south as another
attempt to drain Smithy Coe and other Great Hucklow Mines,
apparently with little effect.
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Maiden Rake is the most northerly vein in Little Hucklow
Liberty, sometimes known as Chapmaiden Rake to the west of
the Castleton-Tideswell road. It has a WSW-ENE trend and lies
some 500 m to the south of Shuttle Rake. Maiden Rake is about
2 km long within the Monsal Dale Limestones and contains
much baryte. Immediately south of Little Hucklow village it
was known as Brockwall or Brockholes Rake (Hucklow, 2009).
A northeasterly branch east of the village was Stonebrax Vein.
West of Stanlow Dale (= upper Bradwell Dale) Maiden Rake was
worked from Chapmaiden Mine (SK 148 785) (Rieuwerts, 2007).
Heathbush (SK 142 785), St Andrews, St. James, Calvestones
(Calf Stone) and Dunkirk Mines were on a closely parallel vein
to the north (Walters, 1980). Heath Bush Mine terminated in
the Lower Millers Dale Lava where a little ore was found in
the toadstone. Calvestones Mine also yielded ore in toadstone.
St Andrews and St James Mines were sunk through the Upper
Millers Dale Lava. Chapmaiden Mine originally produced lead
ore and a little fluorspar but 20th century workings have been
mainly for baryte. The mines went through toadstone up to 19
fathoms (c. 38 m) thick (Green et al.1887) and with several
layers of “channel”, presumably tuff wayboards, in the Bee Low
Limestones. These lavas and tuffs attracted Whitehurst’s interest
in 1786. In Stanlow Dale part of Maiden Rake was worked in
the late 1940s and 1950s for fluorspar at Netherwater Mine (SK
171 790) in a vein 75 cm wide trending ENE through silicified
limestones: also a pipe is said to trend SE beneath the shales.
This mine was said to be dry to a considerable depth, being
drained naturally by a swallow. Maiden Rake was also worked

m

Great and Little Hucklow and Grindlow Liberties
A comprehensive account of the history of lead mining in this
area has been compiled by the Great Hucklow and District
Community Spirit Committee (Hucklow, 2009). The Great
and Little Hucklow Liberties were part of the High Peak
(Queensfield) mining area but Grindlow was a private liberty.

High Rake is the stretch of the major Hucklow Edge Rake between
the Castleton-Tideswell road and the hamlet of Windmill, in
the Little Hucklow Liberty. East of Windmill the vein extends
across the Liberty of Great Hucklow into the private Grindlow
Liberty and eventually into Foolow and Eyam Liberties (Nash,
1977; Hucklow, 2009). Though shown in most maps as a single
vein this long rake is complicated by several splits suggesting
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Fig. 30: Section along Tideslow and High Rake from Black Hillock to Windmill (after Rieuwerts, 2007).
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Fig. 31. Sketch map of the mines along High Rake to Hucklow Edge Rake.
an en echelon arrangement similar to Odin Mine: it merits a
detailed study. [Fig 30]
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rake had “kebble” of loose blocks of limestone and toadstone
in a fissure narrowing downwards. Old records indicate that
the top of the toadstone showed a fault displacement of about
High Rake Mine (SK 164 777) is marked by the remains of 25 m down to the north. Wayboards were noted at 36 and 51
buildings which have recently been excavated a few hundred m respectively 2m and 0.5 m thick. Below the water level the
metres east of the high road. [Fig 31] An engine shaft was sunk shaft was sunk in toadstone for another 119 m. The miners
to a final depth of 120 fathoms (219 m) (Barnatt, 2004a and b, expected to go through the latter into underlying limestones but
Barnatt in Hucklow, 2009); some ore was found in the toadstone. they were unsuccessful. In hindsight the toadstone may have
A recent descent to water at 98 m found that there were extensive been a concealed volcanic vent feeding both the Litton Tuff
workings both to east and west in the Monsal Dale Limestones and the Cressbrook Dale Lava, possibly also the two Millers
and the vein sloped to the north (Barnatt, 2004a). [Fig 32] The Dale Lavas. Other suggestions are that the unusual thickness of
toadstone is due to faulting or that there
Fig. 32. Redrawn version of Joseph Cook’s section of High Rake Mine, c. 1786.
is a dolerite sill emplaced within the lava
(Walters, 1980).
Cowpasture Fields, Cowpasture Swallow
and Washers (= Washhouse) Rakes were
short veins splitting off High Rake with
a WNW or westerly direction to the west
of Windmill, i.e. within Little Hucklow
Liberty (Hucklow, 2009). Washers Rake
(SK 159 779) crossed the lane and fields
some 200m north of High Rake Mine.
Providence and North Veins were a little
further north. High Rake drainage is
thought to have gone via Nether Liberty
Sough into Cowpasture Swallow at a
depth of 234 feet (c. 70 m) (Rieuwerts,
2007).
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Birchen Lee Mines (SK 168 778) were
on a short vein south of High Rake
to the southwest of Windmill. Ready
Money Mine (c. SK 170 779) was on
High Rake behind the cottages, possibly
where Cowpasture Vein split off to the
WNW. Lime Kiln Mine was nearby. They
would all have been in the Monsal Dale
Limestones but few details are known
(Hucklow, 2009).
High Rake was worked in Great Hucklow
Liberty along the roadside between
Windmill and Great Hucklow from Nether
Liberty (SK 171 779), Hilltop (SK 175
779), Beech Grove (SK SK 174 779) and
Gateside Grove (SK 176 779) (Kirkham,
1963; Critchley, 1977; Rieuwerts, 2007;
Hucklow, 2009). Removal of the waste
heaps for reprocessing for fluorspar
has largely obliterated the sites of these
mines. Further east it was known as
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Hucklow Edge Rake crossing the Grindlow Liberty into Foolow
and Eyam Liberties beneath the Edale Shales of Hucklow,
Bretton and Eyam Edges. The High Rake mines started in the
Eyam Limestones but soon went down into the Monsal Dale
Limestones.

and most, if not all, water flows to the Bradwell Resurgence
within the limestones above the Cressbrookdale Lava. The
nature and distribution of the caverns merits a separate study.
To the northeast of Great Hucklow the Hucklow Edge Rake went
beneath the Edale Shales of Hucklow and Bretton Edges, where
a line of old lead mines had shafts sunk through as much as 100
m of Edale Shales into the Eyam and Monsal Dale Limestones.
Smithy Coe (SK 180 779), Old Edge (SK 180 780), New Edge
(SK 182 781), Gorse Bush (SK 183 781) and Have-at-All (SK
184 780) Mines were a hundred metres or so apart along the
strip of land east of the school and the turning to Abney and
the Camphill Gliding Field (Nash, 1977). (Old Edge Mine here
should not be confused with Old Edge Vein in Ladywash Mine
near Eyam).

Hilltop Mine (SK 175 779) went to at least 450 feet (c.135
m). The south wall was toadstone at 66 fathoms (c.120 m),
probably representing part of the mass of basaltic rock at High
Rake Mine. Hilltop Mine was noted as a “gulf 50 yards wide
tapering to 10 yards at 66 fathoms” with many “detached
blocks of limestone and toadstone” in a gangue of calcite with
minor baryte and fluorspar (Green et al. 1887, Stephens, 1942).
A compilation by Critchley (1977) showed that the rake split
into four parallel veins (locally known as “stickings”) and then
rejoined eastwards as two parallel WSW-ENE veins, with a
limestone rider between. As noted above the complex was
worked from Nether Liberty, Beech Grove, Hilltop and Gateside
Mines. Limestone riders accompanied by complex breccias of
limestone, toadstone and vein minerals lay between the veins.
The waste heaps were removed in the mid 20th century for reprocessing for fluorspar and the modern Milldam Mine decline
is close by, so most of the surface features of the old mines have
been obliterated (Hucklow, 2009).
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Duce Hole (= Dowse Hole) (SK 181 777) and Swevic House
Swallet (SK 187 775) near Grindlow take small streams which
have both been dye-traced to Bradwell Resurgence so the water’s
route must somehow cross Hucklow Edge Rake presumably
below the Milldam Mine workings; it must also by-pass the
hypothetical volcanic vent at High Rake Mine.

In recent times Hucklow Edge Rake has been worked for
fluorspar, both from a decline at Milldam Mine with workings
linking with those in Ladywash Mine much further east (Hucklow,
2009). The workings pass beneath the mines below Bretton
and Eyam Edges (the mines of the Hucklow-Eyam-Longstone
Edge area will be discussed at a later date). A large cavern is
said to have been found in the old Milldam Mine (Kirkham,
1963) but was not seen in the modern Milldam Mine. Drainage
accumulating in Milldam Mine was turned into swallows and
thought to re-appear at Bradwell but the mines further east were
at first drained by shale-gate pumpways leading into Waterfall
Swallet and thence to Morewood Sough or later by Stoke Sough
(Rieuwerts, 2009).

w

Hucklow Edge North Vein split off the main Hucklow Edge vein
near New Edge Mine and had a WNW course turning more to
the northwest. It was worked from Little Milldam Mine (SK
176 780) and Gorse Bush Mine (SK 176 781) (Critchley, 1977;
Hucklow, 2009). Little Milldam Mine’s shaft was 52 m deep
through some 15 m of shale into Eyam and then Monsal Dale
Limestones. Critchley found that sub-levels went a further 8 m
below the shaft bottom and workings extended some 60 m to the
NW and 20 m to the SE. Inwashed sand was possibly derived
from the gritstones of Hucklow Edge.

Bank Grove (SK 184 779), Speed Grove (SK 186 780) and
Silence Mines (SK 188780) were in Grindlow Liberty, all
with shafts sunk through about 100 m of Edale Shales into the
Eyam and Monsal Dale Limestones. Speed Grove shaft was
350 feet (c.105 m) deep. The surface remains of Silence Mine
have recently been excavated (Barnatt, in Hucklow, 2009). The
Hucklow Edge Rake appears to split in this area and there were
workings in both a North Vein and a Sun (southern) Vein. Old
Grove Mine (SK 189 779) was further east in Foolow Liberty. A
NW break vein from Old Grove was thought to go to Back o’the
Edge Mine in Bretton Clough but cross-cuts driven from the
modern workings failed to locate it (Hucklow, 2009).
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Most of the mines around Windmill were worked down to a
toadstone generally regarded as the Cressbrookdale Lava, though
the Litton Tuff may have been involved. The Hucklow Edge vein
was “shacky” with natural caverns. There were several swallows

Tideswell Liberty
Tideslow Rake is the western sector of the major High or Hucklow
Edge Vein; part of it formed the boundary between Little Hucklow
and Tideswell Liberties (Hucklow, 2009). The extreme western
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Fig. 33: Geological map and 1768 section of Black Hillock Mine (from Walters, 1980).
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part was also known as White Rake. This major vein has been
worked in Tideswell, Little Hucklow, Great Hucklow, Grindlow,
Foolow and Eyam Liberties (Rieuwerts, 2007). At outcrop most
of it is within the Monsal Dale Limestones, but at its western
end White Rake crosses the outcrop of the thin Upper Millers
Dale Lava where it is faulted against the Lower Millers Dale
lava close to the latter’s contact with the Potluck Sill.

m depth a short distance west of the Castleton-Tideswell road.
The sough was at least 1 km long and doubled as a haulage level.
Raises were necessary to stay above the toadstone, here thought
to be either the Cressbrookdale Lava or one of the Millers Dale
Lavas. The relationship of the lava beneath Tideslow Old Sough
to the thick pile of toadstone at High Rake is uncertain. Water
also drained westwards from the High Rake sector east of the
old road. [Fig 30]

Black Hillock (= Clear-the-Way) Mine (SK 141 782) yielded
lead ore from a steeply inclined fissure in the dolerite in a vein
regarded as part of White Rake (Walters, 1980). The Black
Hillock dolerite was regarded as a feeder to the Potluck Sill.
A later engine shaft was sunk close by to a depth of about 120
fathoms (over 200 m) in an unsuccessful attempt to find ore in
limestones below the dolerite. An influx of water at the bottom
hinted that limestones were not far below but they were not
reached (Farey, 1811). [Fig 33]
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The area around Tideswell itself has only a few signs of mineral
veins; much of the area is underlain by the dark, shaly facies
of the Monsal Dale Limestones with the Litton Tuff at no great
depth. Two isolated E-W veins cross Church Lane at about SK
160 754 midway between Tideswell and Litton: they cut the dark
facies of the Monsal Dale Limestones and the overlying Litton
Tuff. It is also possible that a few veins are hidden beneath the
widespread loess cover on the plateau northeast of Tideswell.
Two other WNW-ESE veins cross Tideswell Dale south of the
village: one is close to the branch dale up to Litton and the
other some 300 m further south: both are hosted in the massive
Millers Dale Limestones and have been mapped as faults with
southerly downthrow. Another fault cuts off the Tideswell Sill
south of the long-disused quarry, now a picnic site: it also has a
southerly downthrow.

w

Across Tideslow Top there are several old opencuts on White
Rake where it was open-pitted for “spar” at SK 146 782, partly
within a toadstone (the name White Rake was once thought to
be derived from an abundance of cerussite, but is now thought
to signify much white calcite). Robinson’s Grove (SK 174 785)
had an engine shaft on the hilltop (Rieuwerts, 2007). The shaft
went through Monsal Dale Limestones dark facies to about 90
m depth, passing through at least two wayboards, one probably
the Litton Tuff, to reach a thick “channel”, possibly either the
Cressbrookdale Lava or one of the Millers Dale Lavas (see
Rieuwerts’ 2007 section on p. 83). Displacements of the outcrops
of tuff and lava indicate a fault with a downthrow to the north
of around 30-50 m. Other workings along White-High Rake
include Oldfield, Luck-in-a-bag, Dragon Tail, Taskers, Swallow,
Robinson’s Old Grove, Lawyers, Coffers, Nalls, Little Jome,
Dog Hillock and Cleatons Groves. Most of these were drained
by Poynton Cross Sough (= Tideslow Old Sough) with water
flowing eastwards towards Poynton Cross Swallow at about 100

Mock Mine (SK 160 778) lay just east of the road just inside
the Little Hucklow Liberty: its name may indicate the presence
of sphalerite (= mock ore) in economic quantities. The engine
shaft was 47 fathoms deep (c. 90m) within the Monsal Dale
Limestones. The drainage was turned westwards to the Poynton
Swallow west of the high road. This swallow was at a depth of
about 100 m, i.e. a little above the toadstone. Other swallows
took some drainage further west. All the water in these swallows
beneath Tideslow is thought to go to the Bradwell Resurgence
and long soughs from Bradwell Dale were regarded as
unnecessary.
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Fig. 34: Sketch map of the mineral veins in the Cressbrook Dale area.
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Wheston Liberty
The small Wheston Liberty lies further west and a small group
of veins lies north of the hamlet of Wheston. They include the
E-W Edge Rake (SK 134 756) and Providence Rake and the NESW Brandy Bottle Vein (Rieuwerts, 2007). Edge Rake Sough
(SK 144 766) was driven west along a wayboard 10-50 cm thick
from the upper end of Tideswell Dale (PDMHS N/L 112, pp.
3-4). The gangue is mostly calcite and the veins lie within the
Millers Dale Limestones above the Lower Lava.

Sough took Seedlow drainage across the southern flank of the
Wardlow Basin westwards into Cressbrook Dale.
Neptune Mine (SK 175 745) lay a little further south in
Cressbrook Dale on an eastern extension of Arborseats Vein
in the Monsal Dale Limestones between the Litton Tuff and
the Cressbrookdale Lava. It drained the group of Nay Green
(= Nagreen or Knea Green) Mines (SK 173 740) including
Weatherslack and Bramwell Veins. A shaft on the eastern hillside
was 20 m deep to a cartgate just above water level (the shaft was
later found to be 30 m deep during a drought). An entrance at
dale floor level was made and it was found to be about 150 m
long. Neptune Mine was not really a sough as water escaped
down a natural fissure (Beck, 1978).

Wardlow, Litton and Cressbrook Dale area
The hamlet of Wardlow Mires lies on a shale outlier of about
1 km2 in the core of the structural Wardlow Basin. Eyam
Limestones, underlain by Monsal Dale Limestones, dip inwards
from all sides at around 5o and much of the area north of the
village has Eyam Limestones at outcrop(Gatliff, 1982). The
shales collect surface water which flows into the Wardlow
Mires Swallet (SK 179 756) at the head of Cressbrook Dale;
the passages below the swallow cannot take all the drainage in
very wet weather and it overflows to form an estavelle rising to
flood the dale floor and with a surface stream going down the
dale (Beck, 1978).
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Litton Frith is the wooded area to the west with Lucknow Mine
(SK 168 743) worked from adits, now run-in. Sprucebed (SK
170 738) and Independence Veins (SK 170 737) are two parallel
veins to the south: the latter is about 1.5 m wide yielding much
baryte gangue (PDMHS N/L 111, p.14). A calcite mine (SK 170
733) was worked in the 1960s in the woods by the hairpin bend
in the road up to Cressbrook village.
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To the west of Cressbrook Dale, in Tansley Dale, in Litton Liberty,
two veins were worked as the Harbourseats (= Arborseats)
Mines within the lower Monsal Dale Limestones. Harbourseats
Mine appears to have been on Hading Vein, with stopes going
down some 75 m. In the west side of the dale Arborseats Sough
was entered through a fissure and followed for about 100 m to a
collapse (Beck, 1978) though it may well have extended much
further. Lingards Cave (SK 171 751) was a short cave adjacent
to shafts on Harbourseats Vein.
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Several veins have been worked across the northern flank of the
Wardlow Mires basin, in the Eyam and Monsal Dale Limestones
of the Grindlow and Foolow Liberties. [Fig 34] With E-W to
NW-SE trends the veins are westward extensions of better
known veins in the Foolow-Eyam area. West of Foolow village
they include Mossley’s Grove, Toft Gate Vein and Withinwalls
Grove (SK 179 770) and Who-Can-Tell Mine (SK 181 769): these
were on a westward extension of Crosslow Rake. Together with
Deep Rake a little to the south most have been open-pitted for
fluorspar in the late 20th century. Eastwards towards Waterfall
Swallow, Crosslow Rake appears to split into two veins both
worked north of the Foolow-Eyam road. Several soughs are
thought to drain these veins into the complicated series of rift
caverns beneath Waterfall Swallow though little sign of mine
workings has been found by cave explorers (Gill and Beck,
1991). The rifts take water down rapidly to a depth of 43 m
and it resurges from Morewood Sough in Stoney Middleton
(King, 1962; Kirkham, 1968; Beck, 1975). South of Waterfall
Swallet several scrins cross Silly Dale (just within Grindlow
Liberty): They include Croft Vein (SK 190 767), Little Moor
(SK 182 768), Nether Breach, and Patch Veins: all were in the
Eyam Limestones but workings may have been deep enough to
penetrate the Monsal Dale Limestones.

By the Ravensdale cottages, the thick Ravensdale Tuff is in the
Chee Tor Limestones below the Lower Millers Dale Lava: the
tuff keeps water on the surface until it cascades into the gorge of
lower Cressbrook Dale, incised into downfaulted Monsal Dale
Limestones.
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A group of veins with an E-W trend extends westwards from
Cressbrook Dale into Litton Liberty some 500-700 m south
of Wardlow Mires (Beck, 1978; Rieuwerts, 2007). Worked on
either side of Cressbrook Dale, these include Hardhaunter (=
Hardhunter) and White Rakes, the latter splitting off Seedlow
Rake at an acute angle. These veins were worked from adits
on the eastern side of the Dale, including Wardlow Sough and
Neptune Mine. Arborseats Mine (SK 173 747) was in a double
vein on the west flank of the dale and there are relics of trials in
several parallel E-W scrins nearby. The mines are in the lower
Monsal Dale Limestones beneath the Litton Tuff. Their adits
acted as soughs and still discharge a little water.

Castcliff Mine (SK 189 741) was near the crossroads south
of Wardlow on an ENE-WSW vein across Longstone Moor.
Several shafts were explored about 1975 (Beck, 1978).
Hurspit (= Hursts Pit) Sough (SK 172 731) was on the east
bank of the gorge-like section of Cressbrookdale on Cowslip
Vein draining much of the Crossdale Head and Robinwash Vein
system at the western end of Longstone Edge: the sough lay
just to the south of a major fault downthrowing south. About
60 m to the south of the sough is Lumb Hole (= Hyrspit Lumb)
(SK 172 731). Both the sough and Lumb Hole drained veins
extending west from Longstone Edge, including Robinwash,
Mootlow, Watersaw and Longstone Edge Veins, which were
worked across the interfluve between Cressbrook Dale and Hay
Dale and further east. These were all worked in the Monsal
Dale Limestones above the Cressbrookdale Lava. Robinwash
Vein appears to be on a fault downthrowing south. Mootlow
and Longstone Edge veins were open-pitted for fluorspar at
Crossdale Head Mine, on either side of the Wardlow-Monsal
Head road.
Watergrove Mines (c.SK 191 758) lie about 1 km east of
the Wardlow basin near the hamlet of Housley (Beck, 1978;
Worley, 1978).There are several shafts, buildings and belland
yards on both sides of the road (Barnatt, 2004b; 2007). The
group of shafts suggests that there is a complex of veins and
pipes but no contemporary mine plan has been located. Old
Watergrove Vein has an E-W trend aligned with Brushfield
Rake which crosses the western end of Middleton Dale where
the road takes a sweeping bend, with Coal Flatts fields to the
south. Brushfield Rake was worked from Hill Gates, Earnslow,
Smithy Gates, New Gates, Well and Red Shafts close to upper
Middleton Dale. Further east Brushfield Rake becomes Streaks
Vein and eventually Oakenedge Vein. The hamlet of Housley
is on the hilltop on the anticlinal crest. A small quarry on the
north side of the A 623 opposite the road to Longstone Edge

White Rake was worked above the Litton Tuff mainly to the east
of Wardlow village, yielding much calcite. Wardlow Sough (SK
174 748) was driven eastwards for some 380 m along the sole of
the vein from Cressbrook Dale at least as far as Seedlow Mine (SK
192 748). The first part went through a toadstone (presumably
the Ravensdale Tuff). The sough was re-opened in 1976 (Beck,
1978) but the explorers found that a collapse some 300 m in
stopped investigation beyond Wardlow village. Seedlow Rake
had several branches and “break” veins over its 4 km length:
one was Daily Bread Mine. Seedlow Mine’s shaft (SK 186 748)
was c.75 m deep in the Monsal Dale Limestones; and the 1976
explorers found open but unstable stopes on either side where
the whole vein had been removed. Horizontal slickensides were
present on the walls. A baryte flat was found as well as vugs lined
with calcite, fluorite, baryte and galena (Beck, 1978). Wardlow
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much of the Wardlow Basin. Some shafts were explored by
D. Nash, J. Beck, N. Worley and others during a drought in
1975 and large caverns were entered: many collapsed blocks
and deep mud precluded full exploration (Beck, 1978; Gill
and Beck, 1991). Cavernous pipe workings extended both to
the southwest and to the east but their full extent is unknown;
the pipe slopes westwards with the dip of the beds into the
Wardlow Basin. Both the caverns and the lower mine workings
are usually flooded and the water is sometimes pumped up for
use in fluorspar processing at Cavendish Mill. [Figs 35, 36 and
37]
Watergrove Sough (sometimes misleadingly called Dale Sough)
has a very irregular course linking the various Watergrove
Mine shafts before turning east along Brushfield Rake. It took
the drainage eastwards beneath the northern flank of upper
Middleton Dale, where it was driven through the Litton Tuff
Lava in the core of the anticline. A shaft by Furness Quarry was
explored in the mid 20th century and a short length of the sough
was found to be accessible. The tail is south of the road close to
where Farnsley Lane leads up to Cavendish Mill (SK 209 760);
the sough tail has collapsed but water rises in a swampy hollow
to form the main source of the Middleton Dale brook. Furness
Quarry was the site of the deep borehole described by Dunham
(1973).
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shows a subsidiary anticline possibly draped over a reef
mound. Watergrove Founder (SK 193 762) is on a pipe with
an irregular N-S trend followed by workings turning west and
then north to Fairbairn Engine (SK 188 758), and then west to
Sludge, Forefield and New Pump Shafts near the agent’s house.
A compilation by D. Nash shows a possible pipe with a NE-SW
trend from Green to Forefield Shafts. Fairbairn’s Engine Shaft
was 107 m deep and intersected the sough at 46 m. Watergrove
Pipe is in limestones dipping west towards the Wardlow Basin,
close to the Lower Shell Bed horizon of the Stoney Middleton
area about 30 m above the thick Litton Tuff. Old accounts note
caverns up to 10 m high and much of the lead ore was found as
alluvial concentrates in the sediments, detached from the walls
by post-mineralization phreatic solution. The pipe cavities were
lined with an early phase of calcite, followed by intergrowths of
fluorite, baryte and galena. A high level Dale Sough was driven
from near the top of Middleton Dale, but it was superceded by
the deeper Watergrove Sough. Watergrove Pipe and veins were
worked from several shafts including Watergrove Pipe Founder,
Sludge, Emanuel, Middle Engine, Ashford, Hancock, Old Water
Engine, Green, Close Head and Fire Engine Shafts (Stephens,
1942; Worley, 1978; Rieuwerts, 2007). The shafts are about 60
m deep sunk through the Monsal Dale Limestones above the
Litton Tuff. The western shafts went below Watergrove Sough
level and water was pumped up to the sough. The mine was
said to be very wet and the pumps were in effect trying to drain
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Fig. 35: Sketch map of the Watergrove Mine shafts, Brushfield Rake and Watergrove Sough (modified after Stephens, 1942).
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Fig. 36: Diagrammatic section of Watergrove Pipe and Mine Shafts (after MRO Plan R1630.)
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phases, with the first five completed before the Edale Shales
were deposited. As the last phase has traces of galena and
fluorite it is probably contemporary with mineralization, i.e.
late Carboniferous (Westphalian-Stephanian) (Walkden and
Williams, 1991; Hollis and Walkden, 1996) and took place
beneath the thick Upper Carboniferous cover.

w

The area is characterized by gentle folding, with the NNWSSE Pennine axis in the west and broad E-W folds plunging
eastwards at 5 to 100. Local folds include the Longstone Edge
monocline and the Wardlow Basin downwarp.
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The western end of the Deep Rake complex of veins on Longstone
Edge crosses Cressbrook Dale south of the Ravensdale Cottages
and has been worked for calcite in the mid 20th century near
the hairpin bend on the western slope, where it is a fault
downthrowing south. As noted above Lumb Hole is a resurgence
on the east bank which drains the area between Cressbrook
Dale and Haydale, and probably much of the western end of
Longstone Edge. Shafts and adits on the eastern slopes above
Lumb Hole are on the western continuation of Watersaw Rake.
Much of Haydale is within the dark facies of the Monsal Dale
Limestones but the lower part of Cressbrook Dale cuts down
into the Bee Low Limestones capped by a short outcrop of the
Upper Millers Dale Lava at the dale foot.

dm

Fig. 37: Diagrammatic section of Watergrove Pipe as found in the 1975 exploration (from Worley, 1978).

The structural history of Longstone Edge is complex: it has
been outlined by Ford (2009) and by Hunter (in Barnatt and
Worthington, 2009) but a full analysis is awaited.
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Conclusions
The Castleton-Wye Valley area compares well with the
geological setting of the lead veins in areas to the south (Ford,
2001; 2006a, b, 2009; Ford and Jones, 2007). The area is in
two distinct sectors. In the west the Woo Dale Limestones (of
Holkerian age) outcrop in valley bottom inliers and probably
extend beneath the whole area. Most of the western sector
has outcrops of the Bee Low Limestones (of Asbian age),
including the marginal reef facies near Castleton. The eastern
sector is composed of the Monsal Dale and Eyam Limestones
with scattered mud-mounds of Brigantian age. The two sectors
are separated by the two Millers Dale Lavas. The Litton Tuff
and Cressbrookdale Lava underlie much of the eastern sector.
Uplift and erosion affected the northern and western margin so
that most of the Monsal Dale Limestones were eroded away
during Namurian times. Around Castleton the Edale Shales rest
unconformably on Asbian reef and fore-reef limestones with
a patchy distribution of a Brigantian Boulder Bed along the
limestone-shale contact.

A few concealed faults, such as the hypothetical Bakewell Fault,
reflect NE-SW extension in mid-Visean times. Post-Visean
faulting resulted in many of the fissure veins; these are mostly
wrench faults oriented WSW-ENE to E-W with slickensides
indicating horizontal movement in late Visean to earliest
Namurian times. Faulting at this time has been assigned to a
syn-rift tectonic phase (Fraser and Gawthorpe, 2003). Lateral,
often dextral, movement along the wrench faults in inclined
beds resulted in apparent vertical displacement of blocks of
country between the veins. Quirk (1986; 1993) argued that this
displacement reflected NE-SW compression at that time. The
resultant fissures were effective as ground preparation for later
mineralization; a few fissures have shale infills indicating that
there were open fractures in the surface of the limestone massif
in the early Namurian.
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Mineralization was a fluorite-rich variant of Mississippi Valley
Type (Dunham, 1983) as the result of migrating hydrothermal
fluids in late Carboniferous times (Westphalian-Stephanian)
during a NW-SE extension (post-rift) phase under a cover of
about 2 km of Millstone Grit and Coal Measures (Colman et
al. 1989; Plant and Jones, 1989; Quirk, 1993; Ewbank et al.
1993). This phase may have been associated with the onset of
basin inversion when the Carboniferous downwarp was uplifted
in the early stage of growth of the Pennine range (Fraser and
Gawthorpe, 2003).

The cyclic sedimentation in the limestone sequence of the
Wirksworth-Grangemill area (Oakman and Walkden, 1982)
also characterizes the Castleton-Wye area but no analysis of
the cycles there has been published. Each cycle represents a
shallowing-upwards sequence, often terminated by a palaeosol
or “potholed surface” and sometimes capped by a volcanic tuff
(clay wayboard) hinting at a relationship between the shallowing
and volcanic activity, perhaps indicating intermittent uplift.
The conversion of lime sediment to limestone (lithification,
with cement filling pore spaces) took place in a series of six

The blocks of country between the mainly E-W fissure veins are
sometimes crossed by pipe veins with a predominant NW-SE
trend. Whilst mostly lying along “favourable” horizons such as
potholed surfaces or wayboards, Quirk (1986; 1993) suggested
that the orientation of pipes was because of pull-apart effects
with thin fissure veins (scrins) in overlying beds. However,
such fissures have not usually been recorded and few of the
pipes are accessible. Pre-mineralization solution cavities along
the favourable horizons indicate that cavernization caused by
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